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Executive Summary
The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) is the independent economic regulator of Irish
Water, the provider of public water and wastewater services.
Under legislation, the CRU is responsible for setting the total level of revenue that Irish Water can
receive, through Government subvention and from customers, to cover its efficiently incurred
costs. It does this by performing revenue controls. The revenue control process involves reviewing
Irish Water’s submissions, engaging with the utility, benchmarking its proposed costs against
comparator companies, completing a public consultation process, and thereafter setting
appropriate revenue allowances for operating costs, capital costs and other items.
The CRU published a consultation paper (CRU/18/097) in June 2018 in which it consulted upon
proposals for Irish Water’s allowed revenue for 2019. This followed an earlier decision of the CRU
to extend the current revenue control (Interim Revenue Control 2 or IRC2) by one-year to include
2019 (IRC2 was initially for 2017-2018). Following a review of the comments received, this paper
sets out the CRU’s decision on Irish Water’s allowed revenue for 2019.

Water Services Act 2017
The CRU published the initial IRC2 (2017-2018) decision in December 2016. Subsequent to this
decision, the Water Services Act 2017 (“the Act”) was enacted on 17 November 2017, which
brought about changes that affect how Irish Water’s allowed revenue is determined. To allow the
CRU complete its normal regulatory process, in accordance with the requirements of this
legislation, it was decided in December 2017 (CRU/17/332) to extend the current revenue control
period (IRC2) by one year. IRC2 therefore now covers the period from the start of 2017 until the
end of 2019.1 This means that the next revenue control (RC3) will start from January 2020 and the
process for determining the allowed revenue will align with the process set out in the Act. The
CRU will publish a Discussion Paper that will seek comments from interested parties on various
elements of the RC3 period in the coming weeks.
This decision paper sets out the CRU’s decision regarding Irish Water’s revenue for the period
from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019, following an initial submission from Irish Water and
comments received during the consultation phase.
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Context
Following publication of the CRU’s Information Paper (CRU/17/332), which set out the CRU’s
decision to extend the current revenue control period by one year, Irish Water submitted its
requested operational expenditure (opex) and capital expenditure (capex) requirements for 2019.
In its submission,2 and response to the CRU’s consultation,3 Irish Water said that:

•

It still faces significant challenges with respect to improving the quality and security of
the public water and wastewater services in Ireland and providing an appropriate level of
service to its customers;

•

Its asset base still suffers from serious deficiencies and there is a clear compliance
deficit across water and wastewater. This has resulted in Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) sanction and European Court of Justice action against Ireland;

•

The significant mains burst in Drogheda (water) and Limerick (wastewater) in 2017
highlight the operational vulnerability of the existing infrastructure and the risk of serious
customer impact; and,

•

Appropriate regulatory allowances are crucial to address these critical needs.

The CRU acknowledges Irish Water’s submission, the challenges it faces and the savings it has
made to date while delivering its services to customers. Notwithstanding this, the CRU will
continue to ensure that it challenges Irish Water to deliver efficiently, while at the same time
providing a high standard of service for customers.
In an effort to realise efficiencies, Irish Water has commenced the process to design a Single
Public Utility under the Water Industry Operating Framework (WIOF) Programme. Irish Water’s
work was previously the responsibility of 34 (and then 31) Local Authorities, and a significant
amount of work is still completed by the Local Authorities on behalf of Irish Water through Service
Level Agreements (SLAs). This operating model may impede Irish Water’s ability to deliver cost
reductions in the short term, as it will take time to implement the unified approach and common
systems and processes. In its submission, Irish Water said that it accepts the requirement to reach
the efficiency and performance levels that have been achieved by other utilities in the water
sector. The CRU recognises that from an organisational perspective, a unified approach to
operating water and wastewater services under one utility in the manner proposed will lead to
greater efficiencies and improved services to customers over time. The CRU is supportive of this
process and acknowledges that the pace of delivery of WIOF is being determined by a wide range
of stakeholders.

2
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In the wider context, Irish Water has faced challenges with respect to a lack of public support for
its operating model and associated issues from a financing perspective (in relation to domestic
water charges). Irish Water is required to improve services and drive efficiencies within this
challenging environment.
Regulatory Process
In December 2017, the CRU published an information paper (CRU/17/332), setting out its decision
to extend the current revenue control (IRC2) by one year to include 2019. The paper also set out
the CRU’s high-level approach to setting the allowed revenue for 2019.
In February 2018, the CRU received a submission from and commenced engagement with Irish
Water on the allowed revenue for 2019. This involved analysis of the submission and clarifying
aspects of the submission with Irish Water.
The general principles adopted by the CRU in completing the IRC2 extension for 2019 are:

•

To challenge Irish Water to continue to drive efficiencies, deliver savings and improve
quality in the provision of water and wastewater services to customers;

•

To complete this extension and document the process in a transparent manner with full
and adequate consultation with interested parties;

•

To consider the challenges highlighted by Irish Water in its submission and to set an
appropriate allowed revenue for Irish Water for the year 2019;

•

To allow a placeholder for network capital investment based on the 2019 projected
spend published in the Capital Investment Plan 2017-2021, subject to some efficiency
challenges. The CRU did not examine the network capex submission from Irish Water in
detail or assess the scope and targeted outcomes of each project in its proposals, this
will instead be completed during the RC3 process;

•

To carry out a review of IRC2 outturn expenditure as part of the RC3 process later this
year;

•

To set Irish Water challenging but achievable efficiency targets, informed by the CRU’s
IRC2 benchmarking exercise while ensuring it is adequately funded;

•

To continue to support the implementation of the WIOF programme, which will enable
Irish Water to deliver significant cost efficiencies to water services in Ireland; and

•

To maintain the position that 2019 is an extension of IRC2. The CRU reviewed the
submission and arrived at this decision in the context of extending (in so far as possible)
IRC2 decisions into 2019.

The CRU is now, following a public consultation, setting out its decision on Irish Water’s revenue
allowance for 2019. In reaching this decision, the CRU sought views from interested parties and
engaged with Irish Water and the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government
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(DHPLG) throughout the process.
Revenues for 2019 – Decision
The CRU has decided to allow revenues of €1,042m (2015 monies4) for the year 2019. This
represents a reduction of €23m5 (or 2%) relative to Irish Water’s request. This includes allowances
for operating costs, depreciation, return on capital costs, and an adjustment relating to IRC1.
Table 0.1: CRU's revenue decision and IW’s implied revenue request (€m)6

IRC2 2017 IW Request
2018
2019
1,843
1,065
Revenue sources:
Domestic Revenue and Government Subvention €m
Non-Domestic Revenue €m
Revenue Allowance
Total revenue, €m

CRU Decision
2019
1,042

Saving
23

834
208

As a starting point, the CRU proposed to extend IRC2 decisions into 2019 in so far as possible.
Where this was not possible, the CRU set out the reasons why and proposed an alternative
approach. This proposal was then consulted upon. Following receipt of comments to this public
consultation, the CRU now sets out its decision in this paper.
The CRU notes that the allowed revenue for Irish Water for 2019 has increased on a per annum
basis even as the CRU maintains many of the IRC2 efficiency challenges. The CRU notes that the
increase in allowed revenue is due to the established regulatory model, which recovers operating
costs during the regulatory period but recovers the cost of capital expenditure over a longer period
of time. Irish Water has delivered large capital investment in the past five years and the increase in
allowed revenues in 2019 reflects the depreciation of these assets in that period, along with an
allowance for the cost of financing this capex.7
At the time of Irish Water’s submission as part of the 2019 revenue control process, it was
understood that commercial rates would be payable in 2019, in accordance with the Water
Services Act (WSA) 2017. The CRU’s consultation paper included an allowance for rates (€50m)
as this is treated as a pass-through cost, i.e. a cost that is not within Irish Water’s control.
However, since the CRU’s consultation, Irish Water has received confirmation that it will not be
required to pay commercial rates in 2019. As a result, the CRU has removed rates from its 2019

4

All monies in the paper are in 2015 prices unless otherwise stated. This approach maintains consistency with
IRC2.
5
Implied based on Irish Water’s operating and capital expenditure requests and the CRU’s regulatory model.
6 Please note that Irish Water’s revenue request has been updated to reflect the removal of rates. The indexation
used to convert to 2015 prices has also been amended and is slightly different to that used in the Consultation.
7 In addition, the allowed revenue for IRC2 was reduced due to a clawback relating IRC1.
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allowance and from Irish Water’s 2019 request to allow a like-for-like comparison.

Operating Costs
Following careful consideration of the comments received to the consultation paper along with
further engagement with Irish Water, the CRU has decided to allow Irish Water an operating cost
allowance of €685m for 2019. This reflects an increase of €26m on the opex allowance proposed
in the consultation paper. This allowance consists of controllable opex of €680m and
uncontrollable (pass-through) costs of €5m.
Regarding controllable opex, following a review of Irish Water’s submission, the CRU’s
benchmarking analysis and application of an efficiency challenge led to a proposed controllable
opex allowance of €654m. The CRU has subsequently engaged with Irish Water during the
consultation period and recognises that it is constrained in its opex spend in a manner that is
different to other utilities the CRU regulates. The new funding arrangements, brought about by the
WSA 2017, set out that Irish Water is funded through voted Government expenditure for the
normal usage of domestic water services. Irish Water is funded through the Exchequer up to the
CRU-approved allowance. This introduces an element of constraint whereby Irish Water does not
have flexibility to spend beyond the CRU’s allowance as the level of funding provided to Irish
Water is predicated on the CRU’s determination.
The CRU acknowledges that Irish Water will face challenges in 2019 in upgrading its aging asset
base to provide an adequate service to its customers and ensure security of supply particularly in
light of the unforeseen drought and other weather events in the recent past.
Therefore, to ensure that Irish Water is adequately funded and can deliver necessary targets for
customers, the CRU has decided to allow Irish Water a controllable opex allowance of €680m in
2019. This provides Irish Water with flexibility to spend over the €654m allowance that the CRU
consulted upon in June.
However, the CRU has made it clear to Irish Water that this level of opex funding does not set a
precedent for the next revenue control, RC3. The CRU will carry out a full and robust analysis of
Irish Water’s submission for RC3, as this will cover a 5-year revenue period. Furthermore, the
CRU will carry out a robust review of all IRC2 controllable opex during the lookback process as
part of RC3 to ensure that expenditure was efficient and required.
In reaching this decision to allow €685m for total operational expenditure, the CRU reviewed Irish
Water’s submission, which included a request of €707m for total operating costs in 2019. As this is
a one-year extension to the current revenue control period, the CRU used the findings of its 20172018 benchmarking exercise carried out during the IRC2 process to inform the development of the
proposed allowance for 2019. As highlighted in the IRC2 decision and the consultation paper, Irish
Water’s costs (inclusive of Local Authority costs) are significantly higher than those of established
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water utilities in other jurisdictions. To minimise any negative impact on service to customers, the
CRU expects Irish Water to drive efficiencies at a level that is broadly comparable to those
achieved by other utilities at similar stages in their evolution. Following the public consultation and
having considered the responses received along with further engagement with Irish Water, the
CRU has decided to allow €685m for 2019 allowing for some additional flexibility on controllable
opex as outlined above. The €680m in controllable opex is made up of (i) an initial controllable
opex allowance of €654m, (ii)an additional allowance outside of the efficiency challenge of €34.9m
for the reasons set out in the list below along with (iiI) an additional allowance of €26m to provide
for flexibility in terms of unforeseen costs given the constraints of the new funding arrangements
brought about by the Water Services Act 2017.
The additional €34.9m has been allowed for the following reasons:

•

To extend the ‘investing in capabilities’ allowance of €19.8m (€9.9m per annum)
provided for 2017 and 2018 as part of the IRC2 decision. This allowance is requested to
address activities that were not undertaken uniformly across all local authority areas,
such as wastewater licensing and data capture. The CRU considers that this work
remains a challenge for Irish Water in 2019, but it is important that funding be provided
for this work as Irish Water has stated that it will bring benefits to customers and lead to
increased environmental compliance.

•

To allow Irish Water €15m to address additional compliance requirements such as
drinking water compliance and sludge management, which Irish Water has stated, if not
addressed in a timely manner, may potentially result in negative environmental impacts
and negative health risks for customers;

•

To provide an allowance of €10m for cost pressures that it faces in 2019 but, according
to Irish Water, could not have been foreseen at the time of the IRC2 decision and as a
result are not already included in its cost base, e.g. taking in charge of housing estates,
administrative costs associated with customer billing, GDPR.

The above cost items were part of a wider Irish Water submission on additional expenditure
requirements that it said it faces as a result of growth. These costs are allowed for 2019 only. The
CRU continues to hold the view that such costs should be absorbed by the utility as it achieves
savings in other areas of the business which offset the impact of unforeseen expenditure.
As the CRU is setting an allowance for 2019 only, the CRU has not considered Irish Water’s
requests for 2018. These items are useful for information, but all 2018 expenditure will be
examined as part of the historic review in the next full revenue control.
The CRU has not provided Irish Water with an additional allowance for a number of other upward
cost pressures highlighted by Irish Water in its submission. It has, however, granted Irish Water
the flexibility to spend a further €26m in controllable opex should it be required during 2019. The
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CRU will, however, scrutinise Irish Water’s opex as part of the RC3 review and will disallow any
inefficient or unnecessary expenditure at that stage. For example, the CRU will disallow any
additional expenditure in any of the areas listed above for which it has already provided an
additional allowance, i.e. the €34.9m allowed under this decision unless Irish Water can clearly
demonstrate that any additional spend in these areas was absolutely necessary and was efficient.
In keeping with the principle of extending IRC2 decisions in so far as possible, most cost items
that were disallowed at IRC2 are treated in the same manner for 2019. The CRU expects that, as
Irish Water develops as an established utility, it would absorb upward cost pressures while
continuing to realise efficiencies and deliver savings for customers. The exception is unforeseen
expenditure and the funding for compliance, for which the CRU has granted an additional
allowance.
The CRU does not foresee any additional expenditure allowances being granted as part of RC3
and expects that all of Irish Water’s controllable opex requests for the RC3 period be incorporated
as part of one single RC3 submission.
Table 0.2: CRU's opex allowance and IW’s opex request (€m)8

IRC2 2017 - 2018

Total Operational
Expenditure

1,394

IW Request
2019
707

CRU
Allowance
2019
685Note

Saving

22

Note: Total includes any additional allowances relating to compliance, investing in capabilities, Taking in Charge,
GDPR and additional flexibility to spend an extra €26m in 2019 if required. The CRU will examine Irish Water’s
opex for 2019 as part of the RC3 process. Any unnecessary or inefficient expenditure will be disallowed and clawed
back at RC3.

The CRU’s total allowed opex represents a reduction of €22m (or 3%) relative to Irish Water’s
request, and means that the CRU requires Irish Water to deliver efficiencies of circa 25% within its
base controllable operating expenditure from the start of 2015 to the end of 2019. Irish Water
originally requested €702m for controllable opex for 2019. In its consultation response, it stated
that a minimum €680m was required for controllable opex in 2019. As set out above, following
further engagement with Irish Water during the consultation period, the CRU has decided to
provide Irish Water with a controllable opex allowance of €680m to allow it to adequately fund its
operations as it transitions to the new funding model brought about by the Water Services Act
2017. However, the CRU will carry out a robust review of Irish Water’s expenditure during 2019 as
part of RC3 and will disallow any inefficient or unnecessary expenditure at this stage.

8

Please note the opex request, and the opex categories within, have been updated to reflect the removal of rates..
The indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has also been amended and is slightly different to that used in the
Consultation.
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Irish Water anticipates that the WIOF programme will generate €5m of savings in 2019. The
CRU’s capex allowance (see below) for 2019 continues to support WIOF, as the CRU is of the
view that its implementation is essential to enable Irish Water to deliver significant cost efficiencies
in the provision of water services.
Consistent with previous revenue control decisions, the CRU has decided to set an overall
allowance for operating costs within which Irish Water will be required to manage its expenditure.
This approach provides Irish Water with flexibility regarding how it manages its activities. This
allows Irish Water, using its specialist knowledge and skills, to determine how and where to deliver
improvements. As Irish Water has control over where it chooses to spend its operational
expenditure allowance, it has the means to fund the ‘essential additional expenditure’ items
requested. The CRU considers the areas for which additional funding has already been allowed
for 2019, i.e. the €34.9m additional allowance in this decision, to be fully funded and any additional
expenditure in respect of these areas will not be allowed, unless it can be demonstrated to be
absolutely necessary and efficient.
The CRU will review the 2017-2019 outturn opex at the next full revenue control (RC3). Where
Irish Water exceeds its operating expenditure allowance inclusive of the flexibility provided for
above, the CRU will not allow any additional expenditure. This is consistent with the approach
taken at IRC1 and IRC2.

Capital Costs
In its submission for 2019, Irish Water outlined a proposed capital expenditure of €898m for 2019,
consisting of network capex of €801m and non-network capex of €97m.9
In its 2016 Capital Investment Plan (CIP) 2017-2021 submission, Irish Water forecast a network
capex spend of €783m for 2019. As this is an extension of the current revenue control period and
as the CRU carried out a significant review of that CIP, the CRU has decided to use the published
2016 CIP data to set the 2019 allowance. In the context of a one-year extension and in the
absence of a full review of 2017-2018 capital costs, the CRU could not thoroughly examine the
2019 network capex submission from Irish Water and assess the scope and targeted outputs and
outcomes of each project.
The CRU has decided to allow a network capital expenditure allowance of €783m consistent with
the CIP. The CRU has decided not to apply an efficiency challenge. This is because the CRU is
aware that the 2016 published CIP has been revised by Irish Water and the CRU will carry out a

9

Please note that the indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has been amended and is slightly different to that
used in the Consultation Paper (CRU/18/097). Irish Water’s capex request, and the network and non-network
components, have been updated to reflect this.
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full review of all network capex incurred during 2017-2019 as part of the next revenue control.
Only efficiently incurred costs will be allowed in the review of the IRC2 period.
The CRU will continue to monitor Irish Water’s capex and delivery of outputs and outcomes and
will review the 2019 capex allowance later this year as part of the RC3 process.
For non-network capex, the CRU has decided on an allowance of €89m for 2019 compared to a
request of €97m. This allows most of the non-network capital expenditure requested. However,
Irish Water will be required to demonstrate, as part of the RC3 review process, that expenditure
was efficiently incurred. The CRU has reduced Irish Water’s request by allowing funding for two
rather than five training centres (€1.5m reduction), and by reducing the contingency budget for
WIOF from 20% to 10% (€4m reduction). The CRU also decided to disallow any non-critical
projects, in line with the IRC2 decision. This results in a reduction of €0.05m. In addition, the CRU
has applied a 5% efficiency challenge to non-network capex (excluding WIOF). The CRU remains
supportive of the implementation of the WIOF programme, which will enable Irish Water to deliver
significant cost efficiencies to water services in Ireland.

Other
The CRU has also decided to continue the same approach as that taken in 2017 and 2018 for the
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for Irish Water. This is intended to cover the financing
cost associated with capital expenditure. The WACC is used to derive a fair return for Irish Water
on the efficiently incurred capital investments in the Regulated Asset Base (RAB).
In its IRC2 decision, the CRU decided to set the overall WACC to 5.2% and the CRU has decided,
following the public consultation, to set the same WACC for 2019. Since the CRU’s IRC2 decision,
Irish Water’s funding model has changed following the recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas
Committee (JOC) on the Future Funding of Domestic Water Services. Irish Water can no longer
raise debt to fund the domestic portion of its revenue. It may only use debt sources to fund the
non-domestic sector. However, in this one-year extension, it was not possible for the CRU to carry
out a full review of the methodology used to determine Irish Water’s allowed revenue and the
appropriate cost of capital for Irish Water. The ongoing applicability of a WACC will be examined
as part of the RC3 process.
The CRU has also decided to carry forward to 2019 the incentives and penalties put in place by
the IRC2 decision for the 2017-2018 period. Incentives are placed on regulated utilities to promote
a greater level of performance.
During 2019, the CRU will continue to monitor Irish Water’s performance across a wide range of
metrics to ensure that the utility targets service improvements, efficiency and effectiveness of
water and wastewater service delivery to customers for revenues received.
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Next Steps
The CRU will notify the DHPLG of its decision regarding Irish Water’s allowed revenue in 2019.
This will inform the DHPLG for its Departmental Vote ahead of the 2019 budgetary process.
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Public / Customer Impact Statement
Irish Water is a utility regulated by the CRU, which means that the CRU sets the level of revenue it
can recover. The process to review the appropriate amount, conducted by the CRU as the
independent economic regulator, is called a revenue control. The current revenue control (IRC2)
began on 01 January 2017 and was due to end on 31 December 2018. The CRU decided to
extend IRC2 to include 2019 due to additional legislative requirements following the enactment of
the Water Services Act, 2017.
The main objective of this extension is to assess and approve an appropriate, fair, and sufficient
level of revenue that Irish Water can recover in order to finance its regulated activities and duties
as the national water and wastewater service provider. This allowed revenue will challenge Irish
Water to efficiently deliver services to customers.
During 2019, Irish Water will be allowed to recover revenue from non-domestic customers and
through Government subvention to finance its regulated activities in the provision of the public
water and wastewater services to customers. For the year 2019, the CRU notes that normal
domestic water and wastewater usage will be paid through subvention from the Government. A
domestic charging regime for those who use water excessively will be developed later this year.
As Ireland’s national water utility, Irish Water has the responsibility for the development and
delivery of water and wastewater services to homes and businesses. Any property that is
connected to and supplied by the public water main for water supply and connected to and uses
the public sewer for wastewater removal is a customer of Irish Water and should have a certain
level of service. The CRU continues to monitor Irish Water’s performance across a wide range of
metrics. This is to ensure that the utility targets service improvements, efficiency and effectiveness
of water and wastewater service delivery to customers for revenues received. In revenue controls
conducted by the CRU for the electricity and gas networks, efficiency benefits are delivered to
customers through reduced customer tariffs. During 2019, domestic and non-domestic customers
of Irish Water will realise benefits through:

•

The delivery of continuous improvements in how Irish Water handles customer queries
and complaints;

•

The supply of clean, safe and reliable drinking water to customers;

•

Improved compliance with the highest environmental standards as set out by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ;

•

A more robust security of supply of water to homes and businesses;

•

Effective management of the wastewater system;

•

Scope for social and economic growth within communities in relation to water and
wastewater services; and,
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•

12

Irish Water’s investment in the future of the water and wastewater networks.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
Abbreviation or Term

Definition or Meaning

Capex

Capital Expenditure

CER

Commission for Energy Regulation (now the CRU)

CIP

Capital Investment Plan

CRU

Commission for Regulation of Utilities (previously CER)

DBO

Design Build Operate

DHPLG

Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

IRC1

Interim Revenue Control 1 (Q4 2014 - 2016)

IRC2

Interim Revenue Control 2 (2017 - 2018)

IW

Irish Water

Nominal prices
Opex

Nominal prices are not adjusted for inflation, and so reflect the value in
the year the cost item relates to.
Operational Expenditure
The value at the present point in time of a sum of money, in contrast to

Present value

some future value it will have when it has been invested at compound
interest and consideration has been given to inflation.

RAB

Regulated Asset Base

RC3

Revenue Control 3 (2020 – 2024)
Real prices are prices that have been adjusted for inflation. This
removes the effect of inflation from year to year allowing monies to be

Real prices

compared in same-year terms. For example, for this paper when
prices are quoted in ‘2015 monies’, this means that inflation has been
removed from figures referring to later years.
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SLA

Service Level Agreement

TOM

Target Operating Model
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VAT

Value-Added Tax

WACC

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WCP

Water Charges Plan

WFD

Water Framework Directive

WIOF

Water Industry Operating Framework
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Commission for Regulation of Utilities
The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) is Ireland’s independent energy and water
services regulator. Established in 1999, the CRU has a wide range of economic, customer
protection and safety responsibilities in energy.
The CRU is the regulator of Irish Water as the national utility for the provision of public water and
wastewater services. The CRU’s role is to protect the interests of water and wastewater customers,
ensure the delivery of water services in a safe, secure and sustainable manner and ensure that
Irish Water operates in an economic and efficient manner.
Further information on the CRU’s role and relevant legislation is available on the CRU’s website at
www.cru.ie.

1.2 Background
The CRU is responsible for setting the level of revenue that Irish Water can receive, through
Government subvention and from non-domestic customers, to cover its efficiently incurred costs.
The CRU does this by reviewing Irish Water’s submissions, engaging with the utility, benchmarking
its proposed costs against comparator companies, completing a public consultation process, and
setting appropriate revenue allowances for operating costs, capital costs and other items. This
process is known as a revenue control.
The CRU published its decision on Irish Water’s allowed revenues for 2017-2018 in December
2016 (CER/16/342). This decision outlined the allowed revenue that Irish Water could collect from
(a) non-domestic customers and (b) in relation to the domestic sector, Government subvention and
charges10 for delivering services to the customers.
Subsequent to this decision,11 an Oireachtas Committee was established to examine the future
funding of domestic water services. The Oireachtas Committee published a report on the future
funding of domestic water services in April 2017.12 The report dealt with: funding, the role of
regulators and compliance with EU law, equity and fairness, metering, conservation, and public

10

Irish Water can currently charge domestic customers for new connections, meter tests and meter reads. Irish
Water does not recover significant amounts of revenue from these charges. Under the Water Services Act 2017,
from 2019, domestic customers will also be charged for excessive usage of water.
11 Domestic charges were also suspended in 2016, which meant that a larger portion of the allowed revenue came
from Government subvention instead of charges to domestic customers.
12
Available at:
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/media/committees/futurefundingofdomesticwaterservices/report/Recommendations-of-theJCFFDWS-of-FFDWS---Final.pdf
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engagement and transparency.
Legislation was then put in place to reflect the Committee’s report. To this end, the Water Services
Act 2017 was enacted on 17 November 2017. This new legislation has an impact on the timing of
the CRU’s regulatory review process and the CRU therefore decided that a one-year extension to
the current revenue control period was required (CRU/17/332), as will be discussed in the next
sections.

1.3 Changes to Legislation
The Water Services Act 2017 sets out additional steps, which are required by legislation to be
completed in advance of the revenue control process. These include development of a Water
Services Policy Statement (by the Minister)13 and a Strategic Funding Plan (by Irish Water).
The CRU’s revenue control decision also needs to be in place in sufficient time in order to inform
the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government of Irish Water’s funding requirements
in advance of its Departmental Vote. This will, in turn, inform the Government’s budgetary process.
The following provides a summary of the sequence of these steps, brought about by the Water
Services Act 2017:

•

The Minister shall prepare a Water Services Policy Statement (within six months of the
commencement of the legislation).13 This sets out policy objectives and priorities of the
Government regarding the provision of water services. Thereafter, this Statement shall
be prepared from time to time as determined by the Minister.

•

The Water Services Policy Statement needs to have regard to the River Basin
Management Plan and any EU Directives.

•

Irish Water will prepare a Strategic Funding Plan within three months of the publication of
the Minister’s Water Services Policy Statement.

•

The Strategic Funding Plan will detail costs likely to be incurred in the provision of water
and wastewater services, the recovery of these costs, estimated income of Irish Water
and estimated opex and capex.

•

The Minister shall approve/refuse to approve the plan within one month of its submission.
The approved plan will then be used as the basis for a draft Water Charges Plan.

•

Irish Water will then prepare a Water Charges Plan, which it submits to the CRU. The
CRU will then determine efficient levels of cost and income and will approve a Water
Charges Plan that reflects that efficient level.

13

The first Water Services Policy Statement (covering 2018–2025) was published by the Minister in May 2018 and
is available here.
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•

The CRU’s review process involves reviewing Irish Water’s submissions, engaging with
the utility, benchmarking its proposed costs against comparator companies, completing a
public consultation process, and thereafter setting appropriate revenue allowances for
operating costs, capital costs and other items.

Following the enactment of the Water Services Act 2017, all CRU revenue control decisions,
including the decision for 2019, need to be decided in sufficient time in advance of the
Government’s budgetary process. To allow time for the CRU’s normal revenue control process to
be undertaken prior to the next revenue control, the CRU decided to extend the current revenue
control, IRC2, by one year, so that it covers the period from the start of 2017 until the end of 2019.
This means that the next revenue control (Revenue Control 3, RC3) will start from January 2020.
The process stemming from the legislation was commenced immediately on 17 November 2017.
The DHPLG published the Water Services Policy Statement in May 2018. The CRU will now
publish its 2019 revenue control decision in advance of the publication of Irish Water’s Strategic
Funding Plan (submitted to the Minister in August 2018). Due to the time constraints involved, and
in order to provide sufficient information to the DHPLG within the timelines associated with the
budgetary process, this approach is unavoidable for 2019. For all future revenue control periods,
the above process will be followed in the sequence set out in the Water Services Act 2017.

1.4 One-year extension of Interim Revenue Control 2
As per the CRU’s Information Paper (CRU/17/332), the CRU decided to extend the current
revenue control (IRC2) by one year to include 2019 due to changes brought about by the Water
Services Act 2017.
Irish Water made its 2019 regulatory submission to the CRU in February 2018. The CRU consulted
on its proposals following receipt and consideration of Irish Water’s submission and the responses
to the consultation. The CRU is now setting out its decision regarding Irish Water’s allowed
revenue for 2019.
The CRU has carried out two revenue controls to date. The CRU set the initial review period to
cover 01 October 2014 – 31 December 2016. Subsequently, the CRU put in place a second
revenue control period (IRC2) to cover the period from 01 January 2017 – 31 December 2018. The
CRU considered the shorter two-year period appropriate at that time, given that Irish Water was
newly established and therefore there may be a lack of available data to facilitate putting in place a
robust revenue control for a longer duration.
As set out above, the CRU decided to extend IRC2 to include 2019. Following this one-year
extension, the CRU intends that the next revenue control will be for a five-year period, similar to the
regulatory approach for electricity and gas network utilities. This longer revenue control (together
with the development of the Water Services Policy Statement and the Strategic Funding Plan) will
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provide a level of certainty to the utility regarding the revenue it will receive. This will allow it to plan
for, and complete, the work necessary to drive cost efficiencies and service improvement over a
number of years. The one-year extension allows time to complete the work to put in place the
longer revenue control, which will run from 2020 onwards.

1.5 Purpose of the Paper
The CRU published a consultation paper in June 2018 (CRU/18/097) setting out the CRU’s
proposals on the revenue that Irish Water should recover in 2019. This decision paper sets out the
CRU’s decision on the matter. The allowed revenue set out in this paper will allow Irish Water to
finance its activities as the public water and wastewater services provider in Ireland. This is the
total efficient level of revenue for recovery by Irish Water in 2019. In 2019, revenue is expected to
be recovered by Irish Water through a combination of Government subvention and non-domestic
charges.14
The purpose of this paper is to:

•

Set out the CRU’s decision on Irish Water’s allowed revenue for 2019 following receipt
and consideration of comments to the consultation paper on the:
o

Approach in setting Irish Water’s allowed revenue for 2019; and,

o

Allowance for operating and capital costs for 2019 and the overall level of allowed
revenue.

1.6 Objectives of this extension
The CRU’s objectives for this extension are detailed below:

•

To challenge Irish Water to continue to drive efficiencies, deliver savings and improve the
quality of provision of water and wastewater services to its customers;

•

To complete this extension and document the process in a transparent manner with full
and adequate consultation with interested parties;

•

2019 is an extension of IRC2. The CRU reviewed the submission and arrived at its
decision in the context of extending (in so far as possible) IRC2 decisions into 2019;

•

To maintain regulatory certainty;

•

To consider the challenges highlighted by Irish Water in its submission and to set an
appropriate allowed revenue for Irish Water for the year 2019;

14

Irish Water can currently charge domestic customers for new connections, meter tests and meter reads. Irish
Water does not recover significant amounts of revenue from these charges. Under the Water Services Act 2017,
from 2019, domestic customers will also be charged for excessive usage of water.
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•

To set Irish Water challenging but achievable efficiency targets, informed by the CRU’s
IRC2 benchmarking exercise;

•

To continue to support the implementation of the WIOF programme, which will enable
Irish Water to deliver significant cost efficiencies to water services in Ireland; and

•

To consider the views of Irish Water customers and other stakeholders, on the
appropriate costs and revenues of Irish Water for 2019.

1.7 Structure of this Paper
The structure of this paper is outlined in this section.

•

Section 1 details background information on the CRU, the context for the extension. It
also outlines changes to the funding of Irish Water and the structure of the paper.

•

Section 2 outlines the regulatory approach to the extension of IRC2 to cover 2019 and
sets out the requirements of the new legislation.

•

Section 3 outlines the CRU’s review of Irish Water’s request and its decision in setting
allowed revenues for 2019 along with the CRU’s decision on the treatment of several key
areas within the extension to the revenue control.

•

Section 4 outlines measures for assessing the performance of Irish Water and outlines
incentives set by the CRU;

•

Section 5 provides information on how the Irish Water Regulated Asset Base (RAB) has
been derived for 2019 and the cost of capital that it has decided to apply to Irish Water’s
RAB over this period. This section also provides information on how the decisions
outlined within the previous sections feed through into the revenue calculation;

•

Section 6 provides a conclusion and outlines the next steps.

The published documents, highlighted below, provide context for this decision paper:

•

The CRU revenue model used to calculate the revenue requirement for 2019
(CRU/18/212).

•

CRU Consultation Paper on Irish Water Revenue Control 2019 (CRU/18/097).

•

Irish Water Submission to the CRU for 2019 Costs (CRU/18/099).

•

A CRU information paper summarising the need to extend the second revenue control
period by one year and outlining the CRU’s proposed approach to setting allowed
revenue for 2019 (CRU/17/332).

In December 2016, the CRU published its decision paper on Irish Water’s allowed revenues for
IRC2 (2017-2018). The following documents, published as part of that decision, may be useful as
reference points in reading this paper:
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•

The CRU Decision Paper on Irish Water’s Second Revenue Control (CER/16/342).

•

A CRU Response to Comments paper (CER/16/343) to address the responses to the
CRU’s consultation paper and provide the CRU’s view on the matters which attracted
comment.

•

The CRU revenue model used to calculate the revenue requirement for the 2017-2018
period (CER/16/344).

•

Irish Water’s Capital Investment Plan Submission (CER/16/345).

1.8 Responses to the Consultation Paper
The CRU received two responses to the consultation paper. The CRU has also provided a
summary of, and a response to, the comments received in Appendix I of this paper.
Neither of the responses to the consultation were marked as confidential and the results are
available on the CRU’s website. Please note that publication of these submissions does not mean
that the CRU agrees that all information put forward in the submissions is correct.
Our privacy notice sets out how we protect the privacy rights of individuals and can be found here.

1.9 Next Steps
The CRU will notify the DHPLG of its decision regarding Irish Water’s allowed revenue in 2019.
This will inform the DHPLG for its Departmental Vote ahead of the 2019 budgetary process.
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2 Regulatory Review Process
2.1 Introduction
The CRU has carried out two revenue controls of Irish Water to date. The CRU considered the
shorter two-year periods15 appropriate given that Irish Water was established in 2013 and there
was a lack of available data to facilitate putting in place a robust revenue control for a longer
duration. The CRU intends that the next revenue control will be for a longer five-year period as is
the case for electricity and gas network utilities. This will provide a level of certainty to the utility
(regarding the revenue it will receive) which allows it to plan for and complete the work necessary
to drive cost efficiencies and service improvement over a number of years.
The next full regulatory review period was due to commence in January 2019 but will now not start
on that date, as was originally planned (see Section 1.3 - 1.4). Instead, the CRU has decided to
extend the current revenue control to cover 2019 due to the additional steps that need to be
completed in advance of the next revenue control. The next full revenue control will now
commence on 1 January 2020.
As a result, the process for extending the IRC2 decision to 2019 differs in process from a normal
revenue control as highlighted by the CRU’s Information Paper (CRU/17/332).
This section details how the 2019 revenue control extension is conducted by the CRU. In general,
the CRU will maintain the principles established in previous water revenue controls, and in so far
as possible, continue the decisions made in IRC2. Therefore, the CRU is not going to expand on
the regulatory framework and building blocks of a revenue control in this paper. For this
information, please refer to the IRC2 consultation paper (CER/16/267). The regulatory regime
adopted is similar to that used by the CRU in regulating the electricity and gas sectors, and is
considered best practice by both the CRU and international regulators. This section outlines how
the approach differs for the 2019 extension.

2.2 Regulatory Framework
2.2.1 Setting 2019 allowed revenue
In general, for network utilities which the CRU regulates, allowed revenue can be viewed as an
allowance to cover operating costs and depreciation and return on capital expenditure. In most
cases, this allowed revenue is lower than the total opex and capex in a given period and the utility
is expected to finance any difference through a mixture of debt and equity. These arrangements

15

IRC1 was slightly longer than two years, covering 1st October 2014 – 31st December 2016
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(i.e. in relation to debt and equity) are slightly different for Irish Water, but the concept remains the
same.16 This allowed revenue is recovered from non-domestic customers and, in relation to the
domestic sector, through Government subvention and other charges.17
For a more detailed explanation on aspects of the regulatory framework and how revenue cap
regulation works, please refer to the CRU’s IRC2 Consultation Paper (CER/16/267). Further detail
on this approach is also contained in Section 7.5 of the CRU’s IRC2 decision (CER/16/342).
The CRU has continued the same general approach as the IRC2 decision in its extension of IRC2,
following receipt of Irish Water’s regulatory submission for 2019 and considering the comments
received to the CRU Consultation Paper (CRU/18/097).

2.2.2 Building blocks
Under the revenue cap regulatory regime, the CRU determines the appropriate level of revenue
that is required to run the utility. There are a number of components required to estimate a level of
revenue that will be sufficient to finance the utility while also imposing challenging but achievable
targets for cost reduction over the period. The building blocks of the regime are as follows:

•

The operating cost associated with operating the water and wastewater business for the
revenue control period, in this case 2019;

•

The capital costs of investment in infrastructure for the revenue control period, in this
case 2019; and

•

The value of the assets in Irish Water’s regulated asset base.

These areas are addressed in detail in the IRC2 consultation paper (CER/16/267). Any variations
between the CRU’s process when carrying out this extension and the standard revenue control
approach are discussed below.
Regarding operational expenditure, the standard approach to opex analysis includes benchmarking
Irish Water against other comparable companies. The CRU has not undertaken benchmarking
analysis as part of the 2019 extension as the CRU considers the results of the benchmarking
analysis carried out in IRC2 are still applicable. The CRU examined any additional cost pressures,
which were unforeseen at the time of IRC2, and have been highlighted by Irish Water in its 2019
submission. This approach ensures that the CRU does not set an excessive opex allowance, which
would then be funded by Irish Water customers, while taking into account the challenges faced by

16

Under the new funding model which underpins the Water Services Act 2017, Irish Water can no longer raise
debt to fund the domestic portion of its revenue. It may only use debt sources to fund the non-domestic sector.
17
Irish Water can currently charge domestic customers for new connections, meter tests and meter reads. Irish
Water does not recover significant amounts of revenue from these charges. Under the Water Services Act 2017,
from 2019, domestic customers will also be charged for excessive usage of water.
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Irish Water in 2019.
The combination of these methods, alongside continuous engagement with the utility over the
course of the project, ensures that Irish Water’s opex allowance for 2019 is analysed sufficiently.
Regarding capital expenditure, this area is divided into network and non-network expenditure. For
its IRC2 network submission, Irish Water provided the CRU with a five-year Capital Investment
Plan in August 2016 which covers the period 2017 to 2021. The CRU then received a submission
from Irish Water for 2019 in which forecast network capex costs differed from those forecast for
2019 in the 2016 CIP. As this is an extension of IRC2, the CRU did not thoroughly examine the
2019 network capex submission from Irish Water and assess the scope and targeted outcomes of
each project. Given that the CRU has undertaken significant review of the 2016 CIP, the CRU has,
following the consultation, decided to allow network capital expenditure, in line with the 2016 CIP
rather than the 2019 submission.
A non-network capital investment plan was also submitted to the CRU as part of its IRC2
submission. This covered the period 2017-2018. Irish Water’s submission for 2019 included nonnetwork capex and the CRU reviewed this 2019 submission in detail.
The CRU also sets the rate of return that Irish Water can earn on the efficiently incurred capital
investments in its RAB. This is known as the Weighted Average Costs of Capital or WACC. Mindful
of recent legislative changes, the CRU has considered whether a WACC or an appropriate
alternative value should be used when calculating the allowed revenue. For consistency with IRC2
decisions the CRU has decided to continue to apply a WACC for 2019. This is addressed in detail
in Section 5.3 of this consultation paper.
Regarding incentives, the CRU currently employs a combination of reputational incentives (through
monitoring and publication) and financial incentives (through payments/penalties) to incentivise
Irish Water to improve its performance in key areas. The CRU’s view regarding incentives is
outlined in detail within Section 4.
Combining all component parts, as described above, the CRU generates an overall revenue
allowance for Irish Water for 2019. This revenue will be recovered through non-domestic
customers, and in relation to the domestic sector, through Government subvention and other
charges to deliver services to the customers. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.

2.3 Process to Date
The process for extending the current revenue control period commenced in December 2017 with
the publication of the CRU’s Information Paper (CRU/17/332). Table 2.1 provides an updated
outline of the timeline for implementation of the CRU’s decision to extend IRC2 by one year and set
Irish Water’s allowed revenue.

Table 2.1: Timeline for deciding Irish Water’s allowed revenue for 2019
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Milestone
Published information paper on approach for extending IRC2
to include 2019
Received submission from Irish Water regarding its proposed
costs for 2019
CRU reviewed submission from Irish Water
CRU engagement with Irish Water regarding its submission
Publish consultation on Irish Water’s 2019 Allowed Revenue
Publish decision on Irish Water’s 2019 Allowed Revenue
CRU publish updated Water Charges Plan for 2019

Date
December 2017
February 2018
February - April 2018
Q1 & Q2 2018
June 2018
Q3 2018
Q3 2018

Following publication of the CRU’s Information Paper (CRU/17/332) Irish Water submitted its
requested operational expenditure (opex) and capital expenditure (capex) requirements for 2019.
To ensure that the CRU attained an adequate understanding of Irish Water’s submission, the CRU
engaged with the utility to ensure that relevant data was provided in a format similar to Irish Water’s
IRC2 submission. This allowed the CRU to analyse the cost allocations across the business over
time.
Further engagement with Irish Water allowed the CRU to complete a review of Irish Water’s
forecast performance for 2019, leading to the development of the proposals outlined in the CRU’s
consultation paper (CRU/18097). Prior to consultation, the proposals were discussed with the utility
and reviewed for technical accuracy.
Interested parties were invited to comment regarding the proposals outlined in this paper. Two
response were received, see Appendix I of this paper for a summary of these comments along with
the CRU’s response. The CRU reviewed all responses and further considered Irish Water’s
submission before coming to the decisions presented in this paper.
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3 The 2019 Allowance
3.1 Introduction
Following publication of the CRU’s 2019 Revenue Control Information Paper (CRU/17/332), Irish
Water submitted its requested operational expenditure (opex) and capital expenditure (capex)
requirements for 2019 in February 2018. Irish Water’s request included funding to cover costs
associated with delivering capital projects and carrying out day-to-day operational activities during
2019.
The CRU reviewed these submissions and published its consultation (CRU/18/097) in June 2018,
which set out the CRU’s proposals. Following a review of the responses to the consultation and
having further considered Irish Water’s submission, the CRU has reached a decision. This section
examines the Irish Water submissions in detail and sets out the CRU’s decision. It outlines the
decision in the following areas:

•

Irish Water’s operating expenditure for 2019 in Section 3.2;

•

Irish Water’s capital expenditure for 2019 in Section 3.3;

All costs presented in this paper are in real 2015 values and are rounded where appropriate

3.1.1 Overview of request
3.1.1.1 Operational expenditure
Irish Water requested a total opex of €707m18 for 2019. Irish Water based this request off its
forecast outturn expenditure for 2018 and also included a request for the additional expenditure it
considers it must incur in 2019. Irish Water noted that its request is inclusive of an annual efficiency
savings target of €23m. Irish Water proposed an increase of €22m from its 2018 opex allowance to
its 2019 request.19 Irish Water’s request for 2019 amounts to a projected 3% increase in opex from
its 2018 allowance.
Table 3.1 below presents Irish Water’s opex request for 2019. See Section 3.2 for further detail.

18

Please note the opex request, and the opex categories within, have been updated to reflect the removal of rates.
The indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has also been amended and is slightly different to that used in the
Consultation Paper (CRU/18/097).
19 At the time of Irish Water’s submission as part of the 2019 revenue control process, it understood that commercial
rates would be payable in 2019, in accordance with the Water Services Act (WSA) 2017. The CRU’s consultation
paper included an allowance for rates (€50m) as this is treated as a pass-through cost. However, since the
publication of the consultation, Irish Water has received confirmation that it will not be required to pay commercial
rates in 2019. As a result the CRU has removed rates from its 2019 allowance and from Irish Water’s 2019 request
to allow a like-for-like comparison.
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Table 3.1: Irish Water’s requested opex costs 2019 (€m)21

Operating costs
SLA expenditure (excl. DBO20 costs)
DBO costs
Target Operating Model
Group Centre and shared services
Irrecoverable VAT & Insurance
Total controllable costs
Non-controllable costs
Total operating costs

CRU allowance 2018

IW request 2019
412
111
119
39
21

674 See Note
11
685

702 See Note
5
707

Note: Additional expenditure allowances/requests are included within.

3.1.1.2 Capital expenditure
Irish Water’s submission to the CRU for 2019 requests €898m21 in capital expenditure for 2019.
This comprises of a network request of €801m and a non-network request of €97m.
Network capex
Irish Water is seeking €801m in network capex for 2019. In its 2016 Capital Investment Plan (CIP)
2017-2021 submission, Irish Water forecast a network capex spend of €783m for 2019.
Table 3.2 below sets out Irish Water’s network capex request for 2019. See Section 3.3 for further
detail.
Table 3.2: Irish Water’s requested network capital costs 2019 (€m)25

Network capital costs
Water National Programmes
Wastewater National Programmes
Other Infrastructure National Programmes
National Programmes Total

IW request 2019
128
62
17
207

Water Capital Maintenance
Wastewater Capital Maintenance
Capital Maintenance Total

94
32
126

Water Projects
Wastewater Projects
Projects Total

196
272
467

Total network capital costs

801

Non-network Capex
Irish Water is seeking €97m in non-network capex for 2019. Irish Water based this request on its

20

Design Build Operate contracts. These are contracts with third parties (private service providers) who undertake
the designing, building and operating of water and wastewater infrastructure, usually for a period of 20 to 25 years.
21 Please note that the indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has been amended and is slightly different to that
used in the Consultation Paper (CRU/18/097). Irish Water’s total capex request, and its network and non-network
components have been updated to reflect this.
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most up-to-date information and has not previously submitted to the CRU a non-network capex
request for 2019.
Table 3.3 below sets out Irish Water’s non-network capex request for 2019, see Section 3.3 for
further detail.
Table 3.3: Irish Water’s requested non-network capital costs 2019 (€m)

Non-network capital costs
Fleet & Facilities
IT
Business Change
WIOF Programme
Total non-network capital costs

IW request 2019
22
24
4
47
97

3.2 Operational Expenditure Allowance
3.2.1 Introduction
This section provides detail on how the CRU developed its operating expenditure (opex)22
allowance for 2019 for Irish Water. By setting an appropriate allowance for these costs, the CRU
requires Irish Water to drive efficiencies while still delivering an appropriate level of service.
For consistency, the CRU’s decisions in this chapter align closely with the decisions of IRC2.
Generally, expenditure that the CRU did not allow in IRC2 remains disallowed for 2019. However,
the CRU has provided significant additional opex funding for 2019 in acknowledgement of
additional expenditure faced by the utility. This is discussed later in this section. Following
engagement with the utility during the consultation process the CRU has also provided Irish Water
with additional flexibility to adequately fund its operations.. Later this year, the CRU will receive a
full five-year submission from Irish Water for the next revenue control period, 2020-2024. This will
be an opportunity to examine Irish Water’s opex requirements in greater detail and claw back any
inefficient spend during IRC2.
In reaching this decision, the CRU reviewed the submission provided by Irish Water and the
responses to the CRU’s consultation. In its submission, Irish Water highlighted the expenditure that
it forecast it would incur in 2018 and 2019. Some of this proposed spend was not included in its
cost base when the CRU set Irish Water’s opex allowance for 2017 and 2018. Irish Water referred
to this expenditure as ‘essential additional expenditure’ in its submission. The CRU reviewed Irish
Water’s expenditure requests for specific functional areas, the business case presented, and any
supporting evidence. However, rather than approving the expenditure for each individual cost

22

Operating costs include SLA costs.
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category, the CRU sets an overall allowance for operating costs23 within which Irish Water will be
required to manage its expenditure.24 This approach is consistent with that for previous revenue
control periods and is designed to allow Irish Water flexibility to make decisions regarding how it
manages its activities. This allows Irish Water, using its own specialist knowledge and skills, to
determine how and where to best deliver the improvements.
In addition to this assessment, the CRU based its approach to setting an operating cost allowance
on the findings of the comparative benchmarking exercise undertaken as part of the IRC2 decision.
The CRU did not carry out a new benchmarking analysis for 2019. Benchmarking plays an
important role as it allows the CRU to strike a balance between driving the utility to make efficiency
savings while also providing it with the allowance necessary to provide the appropriate level of
service.

3.2.2 Review of forecast operational cost categories
Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.8 below provide detail of the CRU’s review of the costs submitted by Irish
Water. This included a review of Irish Water’s expenditure requests in specific functional areas, the
business case presented, and any supporting evidence.
In its submission, Irish Water requested a total operating expenditure requirement of €707m for
2019. It noted that this was based on its forecast 2018 outturn plus ‘essential additional
expenditure’ items for 2019 and is inclusive of its proposed annual efficiency target. Irish Water
grouped its operating expenditure into the cost categories presented in the table below:
Table 3.4: Irish Water’s operational cost categories (€m)21

Cost category
SLA expenditure

Request
522.6

Request (%)
74%

Target Operating Model

119.1

17%

Group, shared service and major projects office

39.0

6%

Irrecoverable VAT and insurance

21.2

3%

5

1%

707

100%

Uncontrollable operating costs
Total operational costs

Each of these costs are discussed below.
Note: Irish Water has not requested any additional expenditure under the Research and
Development innovation cost category. In the first revenue control, the CRU granted an innovation
fund allowance to Irish Water of €4m in total over IRC1. Irish Water did not spend the full €4m in

23

This is split into controllable and uncontrollable costs as detailed later in this section.
Although the CRU sets an overall level for operating costs for comparative purposes within this paper it has
applied the efficiency challenge to Irish Water’s cost categories from 2016 to get an estimated reference point for
what Irish Water’s 2018 spend may be in these categories in order to meet its allowance.
24
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IRC1, and subsequently in its IRC2 decision, the CRU decided that this allowance could be spent
at any point in IRC2. The CRU has decided to extend this decision to include 2019 and so Irish
Water may spend the remainder of the €4m at any point over the entirety of IRC2 (including during
2019).

3.2.3 SLA expenditure
3.2.3.1 Overview
Upon establishment, Irish Water entered into Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with each local
authority for the delivery of water and wastewater services. The SLA runs for a period of 12 years.
The SLA covers work on water and wastewater services within Local Authorities where the
statutory responsibility has transferred to Irish Water. Within operating expenditure, SLA costs are
Irish Water’s largest spend, accounting for 74% of its requested operating expenses.
3.2.3.2 Irish Water request
Irish Water requested SLA operating costs of €523m (74% of requested opex). Irish Water’s IRC2
request for SLA expenditure was €546m and €547m for 2017 and 2018, respectively. There are a
number of components within this figure, with payroll, goods and services, energy, overheads and
Design Build & Operate contracts forming the bulk of the expenditure.
The requested SLA expenditure total includes Irish Water’s targeted efficiencies. Irish Water noted
that it also includes increases proposed by the utility because of compliance, growth in its asset
base, growth in the economy and externally driven costs. In its 2019 submission, Irish Water listed
the following main reasons for this growth:

•

Increased compliance demand:
o

Irish Water note that achieving compliance with all water and wastewater
requirements is a serious challenge. Some key priorities which impact on their
opex cost base include:
▪

43 locations across Ireland where wastewater is being collected and
released back into the environment without treatment;

▪

Capital investment prioritised to address removal of schemes from the
RAL25 and risk of failure in meeting drinking water quality standards;

▪

Quantity of Wastewater sludge generated will increase year-on-year by
more than 80% by 2040; and,

25

RAL (Remedial Action List) is a register of public water supplies with the most serious deficiencies and greatest
risk to health.
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▪

In order to address lead in drinking water in the short to medium term,
Irish Water is implementing a programme of orthophosphate dosing in
line with international best practice.

•

An expansion of its capital base:
o

Irish Water state that the commissioning of more efficient plants and upgrades
will lead to benefits such as:
▪

Improved drinking water compliance; and,

▪

Remove supplies from the EPA’s RAL.

It highlighted that additional opex will be required to operate and maintain this
new infrastructure.

•

An increase in water and wastewater demand:
o

Irish Water pointed to Ireland’s economic and population growth as a factor
leading to increasing pressure on water production to keep pace with demand.
This has a direct increase on Irish Water’s operating costs due to an increasing
requirement for key variable inputs such as energy and chemicals.

•

Externally driven costs:
o

The majority of SLA payroll costs are subject to National Wage Agreements. Irish
Water expects that these commitments will increase SLA payroll costs.

o

In addition, Irish Water states that energy costs represent c. 10% of the SLA cost
category and that it will see a real increase in energy costs 2019.

Individual costs items that result from the cost pressures highlighted above were submitted to the
CRU as ‘essential additional expenditure’ items, these are discussed in Section 3.2.8.
3.2.3.3 CRU view
In its IRC2 decision paper, the CRU noted that Irish Water substantially reduced SLA costs over
IRC1. The utility noted that it delivered approximately €70m of savings in core asset opex in IRC1.
As part of the IRC2 decision process, an analysis comparing Irish Water’s unit costs to UK
comparators was undertaken and this analysis indicates that Irish Water’s employment and
material costs (of which SLAs comprise the larger element) are higher than the benchmark level.26
The CRU acknowledges that SLA costs form the majority of Irish Water’s opex requirement. Irish
Water’s WIOF project (i.e. its transformation to a single public utility) is central to driving efficiencies
in this area. The CRU is of the view that the delivery of WIOF can lead to significant savings to the
customer. The CRU continues to support WIOF and will continue to challenge Irish Water to
reduce its SLA costs by a modest 5% before WIOF savings materialise. The CRU has again

26

See Section 5.3 of the CRU’s IRC2 Decision (CER/16/342) and the NERA report for further details (CER/16/269).
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decided to exclude DBO costs from the efficiency challenge. This area will be examined as part of
RC3, at which point the CRU may decide to bring DBO costs within the efficiency challenge, if
appropriate.
Irish Water’s 2019 request for SLA expenditure is approximately €24m less than their IRC2 request
for 2018. This difference is mostly due to reductions in the area of Goods and Services by €17m.
Goods and Services consists of Materials, Plant Hire, Maintenance and Contractor Costs.
The CRU has always applied an efficiency challenge globally to all operating costs as this allows
Irish Water, using its own specialist knowledge and skills, to determine how and where to best
deliver the improvements. However, to create a reference point, if the CRU had applied the
efficiency challenge to Irish Water’s 2016 SLA forecast outturn of €544m (and excluding DBO from
efficiency challenge for consistency with IRC2 decision), Irish Water’s projected targeted efficient
SLA spend for 2019 would be c. €483m. This is significantly lower than Irish Water’s request of
€522.6m.This indicates that there may have been a combination of deferred expenditure and
efficiency improvements since Irish Water’s initial IRC2 submission. However, some of these
efficiencies are offset by proposed cost increases related to specific upward cost drivers. Irish
Water presents these upward cost items as “essential additional expenditure” items in its
submission. It notes that these items have led to cost increases in 2018 and 2019. These additional
expenditure items are examined further in Section 3.2.8.

3.2.4 Target Operating Model
3.2.4.1 Overview
The Target Operating Model (TOM) refers to the business capabilities and processes within Irish
Water. It describes the organisation structure, processes and systems that Irish Water need to
carry out its business activities. The key functions within the Irish Water TOM structure are Work
and Asset Management, Customer Operations and Support Services.
The TOM accommodates the SLA partnership between Irish Water and the 31 Local Authorities to
deliver water services. It enables regional and national operations to be co-ordinated between Irish
Water through the SLAs to deliver water services in an efficient manner. It also recognises
administrative and geographic realities of the water sector and its dispersed nature.
3.2.4.2 Irish Water request
Irish Water requested €119m (17% of requested opex) in TOM costs for 2019. Irish Water’s IRC2
request for TOM expenditure was €153m and €152m for 2017 and 2018, respectively. Work and
asset management, customer operations and support services are the main cost drivers within
TOM. Costs are comprised of labour (e.g. payroll, training, recruitment etc.) and non-labour (e.g.
customer operations, billing, etc.) costs. Labour costs account for €65m of the total TOM request
with non-labour comprising the remaining €54m.
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Irish Water noted in its submission that TOM costs are facing unavoidable increases driven by
critical business activity to meet customer and regulatory requirements. As an example, Irish Water
states that as the level of development activity nationally (e.g. housing needs) rises significantly,
there is an associated requirement for additional supervision in Connection and Developer services
to keep pace with demand.
3.2.4.3 CRU view
The CRU notes that in order to achieve the 7% efficiency challenge set by the CRU on operating
costs for IRC1, implementation of the TOM was deferred where appropriate.
As outlined in Section 5.2.3.3 of the IRC2 decision, the benchmarking points towards employment
costs being high (in total across operating costs, including operating costs related to the SLAs).
While this suggests that reductions are possible, it is difficult to definitively conclude which areas
these efficiencies should be best achieved in. This is one of the reasons why the CRU sets an
overall efficiency target across operating costs.
The CRU notes that Irish Water’s 2019 request is approximately €33m less than their IRC2 request
for 2018. This difference is mostly due to reductions in the areas of Operations and Maintenance
and Customer Operations. The discontinuation of domestic billing has resulted in a €20m reduction
in Irish Water’s cost base since the IRC2 decision. These costs were contained within Customer
Operations. As domestic billing costs are no longer part of Irish Water’s cost base, the CRU has
decided not to include an allowance for this item in the year 2019.27
For reference, by applying the IRC2 efficiency challenge to Irish Water’s 2016 TOM forecast
outturn (€133m) minus domestic billing costs (€20m), the CRU estimates a 2019 TOM target
expenditure of €97m, significantly lower than Irish Water’s request of €119m. Similar to SLA costs
above, this information indicates that there may have been a combination of deferred expenditure
and efficiency improvements since Irish Water’s IRC2 submission. However, some of these
efficiencies are offset by proposed increases in cost related specific upward cost drivers. These
cost drivers e.g. growth, referred to as ‘essential additional expenditure’, are discussed further in
Section 3.2.8.

3.2.5 Group, shared service centre and major projects office
3.2.5.1 Overview
As a subsidiary of Ervia, Irish Water has costs allocated to its business for services provided to the
utility from its parent company. These relate to Group, Major Projects and Shared Services.

As part of the RC3 revenue setting process, the CRU will examine Irish Water’s outturn opex and may clawback
the allowance provided for domestic billing costs.
27
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The Group Centre is responsible for setting the strategic direction of Irish Water and providing
corporate governance and oversight.
The Major Projects support function is responsible for managing the development and delivery of
large-scale water infrastructure projects. The Shared Service centre provides transactional support
services to Irish Water in areas such as IT service and infrastructure delivery, IT project
management office support and enterprise application delivery.
Ervia considers the Group and Shared Service structure as the most efficient model to provide
relevant services to both Irish Water and Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) groups. Since 2015, Ervia
has allocated costs (for Group and Shared Services) between Irish Water and GNI on a 65:35 split
between the companies, reflecting activity levels and the greater relative size of the water network
i.e. in terms of customers served.
3.2.5.2 Irish Water request
Irish Water requested €39m (6% of requested opex) for the Group Centre, Shared Services and
Major Projects cost category.
As part of its IRC2 submission Irish Water noted that increases in the costs items are due to a
larger capex programme and the rollout of the Water Industry Operating Framework (WIOF) project
among others.
Irish Water note in the 2019 submission that activity levels in Shared Services have been rising
significantly over IRC2 and that Irish Water expect this to continue.
3.2.5.3 CRU view
Irish Water’s request in this category is an increase of circa €2m relative to their IRC2 request for
2018. For reference, by applying the IRC2 efficiency challenge to Irish Water’s 2016 outturn (€34m)
in this category, the CRU estimates a 2019 allowance of €29m, significantly lower than Irish
Water’s request of €39m.
With regard to activity levels increasing, Irish Water presents these upward cost items as “essential
additional expenditure” items in its submission, it notes that these items have led to cost increases
in 2018 and 2019. These essential additional expenditure items are examined further in Section
3.2.8.

3.2.6 Irrecoverable Value Added Tax (VAT) and Insurance
3.2.6.1 Overview
Irrecoverable VAT comprises VAT on expenditure on shared services within the Ervia Group.
These items are costed exclusive of VAT as these entities have VAT recoverability.
Insurance costs contain a number of insurance items such as fleet insurance and Employers
Liability insurance cover.
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3.2.6.2 Irish Water request
With regard to Irrecoverable VAT, Irish Water requested an allowance of €4.2m for 2019.
Irish Water requested €17m for Insurance and noted in its 2019 submission that its insurance costs
have risen due to a combination of increased Public Liability (PL) claims and a mispricing of risk in
previous years. The two main drivers of PL claims are missing/damaged utility covers and
reinstatement works. In response, Irish Water has implemented a new Self Insured Retention (SIR)
policy, which it anticipates will reduce the number of claims by adopting a more active management
approach. The SIR model is in line with the existing approach adopted by Gas Networks Ireland
and the majority of water utilities in the UK.
3.2.6.3 CRU view
In its IRC2 decision the CRU decided that Irrecoverable VAT and Insurance costs were controllable
costs. Irish Water had requested that these costs be treated as uncontrollable in its IRC2
submission. The CRU welcomes that Irish Water has not requested these items as part of its
uncontrollable opex allowance for 2019 in accordance with the earlier CRU decision.
The CRU notes that Irish Water’s Irrecoverable VAT request of €4.2m for 2019 is in line with its
IRC2 request of €4m per annum.
However, insurance costs are increasing significantly from an IRC2 request of €13.9m for 2018 to
€17m for 2019 in Irish Water’s latest submission. The CRU notes Irish Water’s explanation for the
increase in PL claims, which has led to rising insurance costs over IRC2. Irish Water has requested
“essential additional expenditure” in the area of insurance due to increasing costs over IRC2.
However, Irish Water does not expect this increase to continue for 2019. As a result, this increase
has not been allowed by the CRU. The CRU’s approach to reviewing ‘essential expenditure’ items
is detailed further in Section 3.2.8.1.

3.2.7 Uncontrollable Opex
3.2.7.1 Overview
Operating costs can be broken down into two categories: controllable and uncontrollable:

•

Controllable operating costs are those over which the utility has control, such as staff
costs, consumable materials, etc. These were discussed in the preceding Sections 3.2.3
to 3.2.6 of this paper.

•

Uncontrollable operating costs are by definition not directly controllable by the utility, e.g.
levies and rates.

This is an important differentiation. Generally, in gas and electricity price reviews, once the CRU
accepts that a cost is uncontrollable, i.e.if the utility can demonstrate that it does not have control
over the cost; the CRU includes a placeholder (or estimate of the cost) within the forecast costs for
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the period. It then corrects for the actual costs when completing the ex-post review.
This ensures that if these costs are higher than expected, the utility’s revenue is adjusted upwards
to ensure it covers these costs. Conversely, if these costs are lower than expected, the utility’s
revenue is adjusted downwards to ensure it only receives enough revenue to cover these costs.
3.2.7.2 Irish Water request
Irish Water’s classification of uncontrollable expenditure items within its 2019 forecast submission
is consistent with the CRU’s IRC1 decision, which classified “licences and levies” and “commercial
rates” only as uncontrollable expenditure items.
At the time of Irish Water’s submission as part of the 2019 revenue control process, it understood
that commercial rates would be payable in 2019, in accordance with the Water Services Act (WSA)
2017. The CRU’s consultation paper included an allowance for rates (€50m) as it is treated as a
pass-through (uncontrollable) cost. However, since the CRU’s consultation, Irish Water has
received confirmation that it will not be required to pay commercial rates in 2019. As a result, the
CRU has removed rates from its 2019 allowance and from Irish Water’s 2019 request to allow a
like-for-like comparison. The estimate for licences and levies, paid to the EPA and the CRU, is
€5m, which aligns with 2017 outturn levels.
3.2.7.3 CRU view
Irish Water’s request is consistent with the CRU’s IRC1 decision, which defined the costs that are
deemed uncontrollable.
The CRU has decided to allow the forecast costs for Licences & Levies (€5m) in full as
uncontrollable costs for 2019.

3.2.8 Additional expenditure items
3.2.8.1 Overview
The opex cost categories are discussed at a high-level in Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.7. As part of the
CRU’s engagement with Irish Water, the utility also provided detail on cost items that it considers
essential in 2018 and 2019, some of which were unforeseen at the time of the IRC2 decision. Irish
Water requests that these items be built into its cost base in order to set the allowance for 2019.
Irish Water has provided additional detail relating to these items, which are discussed in turn below.
The costs associated with these essential additional expenditure items are already built into the
cost categories outlined in Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.6 above.
3.2.8.2 Irish Water request
Table 3.5 provides an overview of the essential additional expenditure items highlighted by Irish
Water for 2018 and 2019.
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Table 3.5: Irish Water's essential additional expenditure items request (€m)

2018 & 2019 Cost Increases
Meeting Compliance
Taking in charge
Site security
Economic growth impact
Externally driven costs
TOM, shared services and insurance
Total

2018
7
1
1
8
16
33

2019
19
3
1
1
3
4
30

The CRU has already set the allowed revenue for 2018 as part of its IRC2 decision. This extension
involves setting an allowance for 2019 only. The CRU stated in its IRC2 discussion paper
(CER/15/096) that it considers the shorter two-year revenue control period appropriate for IRC2 as
there may still be a lack of available data to facilitate putting in place a robust revenue control for a
longer duration e.g. five years. As a result, the CRU expected Irish Water to forecast accurately the
costs it will incur for 2018. The 2018 outturn opex will be reviewed during the IRC2 lookback.
Through this process the CRU will provide Irish Water with the required revenue to meet any
expenditure it incurred efficiently during IRC2. Where Irish Water exceeds its operating expenditure
allowance, the CRU will review the overspend and will not fund above the global allowance unless
such expenditure could not reasonably have been foreseen at the time of submission. This is
consistent with the approach taken at IRC1 and IRC2. In the case that Irish Water cannot, at the
time of a revenue control submission, estimate certain cost items, these should be highlighted to
the CRU in its original submission. The CRU does not expect a utility to request allowances for
unforeseen cost items during the revenue control period when it is subject to a relatively short twoyear revenue control period. As a result, the CRU has not considered Irish Water’s request for
2018 essential additional expenditure items as these will be examined as part of the RC3 lookback
process. This decision focuses only on the 2019 submission.
With regard to the request for essential additional expenditure in 2019, the CRU has assessed
these items as Irish Water was not required to submit an opex request for 2019 in its original IRC2
submission. These items are discussed further below.
Meeting compliance
Within their submission, Irish Water noted that achieving compliance with all water and wastewater
requirements is a challenge. Irish Water provided detail on the key priorities, which it states must
be tackled to ensure customer welfare and environmental protection. These priorities include,
drinking water compliance, licensing, and sludge management. In addition, Irish Water highlight
that opex is required to support its increasing asset base, with a large portion of new/upgraded
assets aimed at increasing compliance.
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Taking in Charge
Irish Water expect that its cost base will also increase in 2019 as a result of legislative
requirements relating to water services needs, which includes ‘taking in charge’ of residential
estates and Group Schemes.
Site security
Irish Water site security is another area that it expects will require increased opex in 2019. Certain
minimum security levels on Irish Water sites are required to protect Irish Water property, assets,
and water supply. They are also needed to ensure the safety of Irish Water and LA partner staff,
the public at large, and meet Irish Water’s obligations under the Safety, Health and Welfare at
Work Act 2005.
Economic growth impact
Irish Water state that economic growth has a direct impact on Irish Water’s operating costs due to
an increasing requirement for key variable inputs such as energy and chemicals.
Externally driven costs
Irish Water states that the majority of payroll costs are subject to National Wage Agreements. Irish
Water notes that it does not have discretion over these costs and that these commitments were not
included as part of the IRC2 submission (as it relates to 2019).
Energy costs are another significant element of Irish Water’s cost base and represent c.10% of the
SLA cost category. Irish Water state that the PSO levy is expected to increase while wholesale
energy costs are subject to international fossil fuel trends and it expects that these trends will
continue to rise in 2019.
TOM and Shared Services
Irish Water state that Target Operating Model (TOM) and Shared Services costs are facing
unavoidable increases in 2019 mostly due to growth.
Irish Water highlighted that is has faced increased IT costs due to cybersecurity threats (e.g.
Wannacry event) and GDPR28 requirements.
It also expects that the introduction of excessive use charges for domestic customers, as set out in
the Water Services Act 2017, will lead to additional opex. The utility noted that it is currently
undertaking a detailed costing estimate for activities associated with this for 2019 and it submitted
an estimate of €3m associated with operational readiness, customer contact, analysis and
administration of the excess charging regime.

28

General Data Protection Regulation
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Finally, Irish Water also requested €1m to cover the full year rent cost of the Regional Capital
Project Offices and Irish Water Regional Offices highlighted in its NNC submission.
3.2.8.3 CRU view
The CRU has considered the information provided by Irish Water on each of the 2019 essential
additional expenditure items highlighted above.
Meeting Compliance
In its IRC2 submission, Irish Water stated that since becoming a regulated utility it has become
clear that there are extensive compliance issues that have not been addressed before now. It
stated that these now need to be tackled as a matter of priority to ensure customer welfare and
environmental protection. In its IRC2 submission it requested an additional allowance to address
the compliance issues in the following areas: sampling of assets, health and safety inspections,
lead monitoring, surveying of the functionality of non-domestic meters, developing standard
operating procedures and establishing an out-of-hours service.
At that time the CRU noted that utilities in other jurisdictions essentially absorbed certain upward
cost pressures while reducing their costs following the introduction of economic regulation. The
CRU took the view that Irish Water should broadly be expected to do the same and decided not to
make specific allowances for additional compliance.
In its 2019 submission, Irish Water again highlighted an additional sum of €19m relating to
compliance requirements, see Section 3.2.8.2. Given the potential environmental impact and
health risks associated with a failure to address these areas in a timely manner, the CRU sees
merit in allowing Irish Water an additional allowance for 2019 to improve its environmental
compliance. The CRU also takes the view that the areas covered in Irish Water’s original additional
compliance requirements submission at IRC2 may also be worthy to some extent of an allowance.
Ireland must ensure that it moves towards compliance with European water and wastewater
directives to mitigate health risks and to avoid possible legal challenge. The increasing size of Irish
Water’s asset base through capital investment to meet compliance requirements also increases its
opex costs.
The CRU has decided to allow Irish Water an additional €15m to address the additional compliance
requirements. Part of the additional compliance request relates to additional DBO costs. These
additional DBO costs have been included in the DBO cost category request of €111m in Irish
Water’s submission, which the CRU has allowed in full and excluded from an efficiency challenge.
As a result, the CRU removed additional DBO costs when setting the additional allowance for
compliance to avoid double counting these costs. The CRU has effectively allowed Irish Water’s
compliance request in full and considers this €15m allowance to be of sufficient magnitude to
enable the utility to make progress in the areas under which it currently is not in compliance while
challenging it to do so efficiently. The CRU expects Irish Water to be able to identify and deliver
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positive outcomes and benefits to the customer for this spend, by, for example, highlighting a
reduction in the number of untreated agglomerations or the number of WTPs on the RAL.
Essentially the CRU expects this additional allowance to result in defined and tangible benefits for
customers and anticipates a significant reduction to public health and environmental risks as a
result of the additional allowance.
Furthermore, Irish Water contends that it is subject to more stringent compliance standards than
those in evidence in the UK, a matter it considers drives higher opex costs for it in comparison to
those of the benchmarked UK utilities. The CRU took the view in its IRC2 decision that it would not
allow additional funding to cover Irish Water’s view that the compliance standards are more
stringent than those in place in the UK. This is a matter that the CRU will monitor and review in
detail as part of RC3.
Taking in charge
The CRU accepts that Taking in charge is a legislative requirement placed on Irish Water and that
it will require essential additional expenditure. The costs associated with this item for 2019 (€3m)
were not included in Irish Water’s IRC2 submission for 2017-2018. As a result, the CRU has
decided to allow this item for 2019. The CRU notes that this spend will be reviewed for efficiency as
part of the IRC2 lookback.
Site security
Irish Water’s request for essential additional expenditure of €1m relating to site security was
assessed by the CRU. The CRU is of the view that certain minimum security levels are required to
protect Irish Water’s property, assets and the water supply; but in the absence of a detailed
business case the CRU is not in a position to consider providing an allowance for this expenditure.
The CRU welcomes a more detailed business case as part of the RC3 submission but is not
currently in a position to allow this essential additional expenditure item.
Economic growth impact
In accordance with the CRU’s IRC2 decision the CRU accepts that Irish Water face cost pressures
due to economic growth. However, as stated in the IRC2 decision, the CRU notes the findings of its
benchmarking exercise. Utilities in other jurisdictions essentially absorbed certain upward cost
pressures while reducing their costs following the introduction of economic regulation. The CRU
considers that Irish Water should be expected to do the same, as stated in its IRC2 decision.
Therefore the CRU has decided to disallow the request for ‘essential additional expenditure’ for this
work in keeping with its decision at the outset of IRC2 and the principles adopted by the CRU in the
2019 extension revenue setting process.
TOM and Shared Services
For the same reasons as above, the CRU expects Irish Water to absorb the growth related upward
cost pressures in the area of TOM and Shared Services while reducing their costs.
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In relation to IT, the CRU is of the view that as GDPR is a regulation placed on Irish Water, and as
this cost was not included in its original IRC2 submission (as it relates to 2019), an allowance
should be incorporated. In addition, the CRU understands that an increase in cybersecurity
expenditure is necessary due to recent threats, and as a result has allowed funding for this item in
2019.
Irish Water also requested an additional €3m relating to opex associated with the excess usage
charging regime. While the CRU does not hold the view that such costs would amount to €3m in
2019 (due to the relatively small number of customers who will be liable for a bill for excess usage),
it agrees with Irish Water that there will be some administrative cost in this area. Such a cost would
be essential, new and unforeseen and as a result, the CRU has decided to allow funding for
efficient spend in this area.
Finally, with regard to the request of €1m for rent for new offices, the CRU notes that it has not
granted a capex allowance for all of the offices requested. However, the CRU considers that there
is some merit in part of this opex request being allowed and expects that Irish Water will strive to
spend its allowance as efficiently as possible.
Externally driven costs
The CRU agrees that Irish Water must implement the payroll costs associated with the Haddington
Road Agreement for 2019. As a result the CRU has decided to allow this €4m cost on a one-off
basis. The CRU expects that future payroll costs requests be included as part of a single
submission, rather than certain areas being presented as additional expenditure requirements.
The CRU notes that Irish Water has requested essential additional expenditure due to rising energy
costs while also highlighting efficiency savings due to increasing energy efficiency. As the request
of €3m is counteracted by the saving of €3m, the CRU sees no need to allow essential additional
expenditure in this area as Irish Water’s costs remain flat. Regardless, the CRU notes that it is not
appropriate to change Irish Water’s opex allowance due to forecast increasing energy costs just as
it would not change Irish Water’s opex allowance due to forecasted decreasing energy costs.
Overall
The CRU has decided to allow Irish Water an additional €15m to address additional compliance
requirements, which allows in full Irish Water’s compliance request with the exception of the
additional €4m in DBO costs, which has been allowed under the DBO category. The CRU expects
this additional allowance to result in defined and tangible benefits for customers and anticipates a
significant reduction to public health and environmental risks as a result of the additional allowance.
In respect of the other above items (Taking in Charge, excess usage charge costs, additional rent,
IT, and National Wage Agreements), the CRU has decided to allow a once-off overall fund of €10m
for 2019. The CRU will review this spend for efficiency as part of the IRC2 lookback.
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In its initial IRC2 submission, Irish Water stated that during its establishment phase it understood
that certain activities were undertaken uniformly across all local authority areas. Irish Water said
that it subsequently became aware that this is not always the case and that additional work needed
to be undertaken to ensure effective operation of required activities. In the IRC2 decision the CRU
granted an additional allowance of €19.8m (€9.9m per annum) to Irish Water in order to reflect the
associated additional costs.
The request related to:

•

Wastewater source control and licensing and the management of trade effluent from
customers, which was not always carried out in a uniform way by the majority of local
authorities.

•

Asset delivery: Irish Water stated that some required services are not completed
uniformly by all local authorities and need to be consolidated. These include Project
Control, Design Services, Land Planning and Wayleaves.

•

Data capture: Irish Water stated that prior to it taking responsibility in 2014, very limited
data capture and planned maintenance was carried out by the local authorities. Irish
Water stated that it must go to all currently identified Irish Water sites (circa 4,000
individual relevant sites), to capture missing asset data and maintenance practice.

•

Regional monitoring: Irish Water stated that a lack of available monitoring capability in
the local authorities has led to serious non-compliance issues at a number of Irish Water
sites. It stated that resources are urgently required to improve monitoring, reporting and
analysis of regional water and wastewater plant operation and compliance.

The CRU accepts that the above areas remain a challenge for Irish Water during 2019. The work
outlined will bring benefits to customers and lead to increased environmental compliance. The
CRU considers that the costs associated with this work should, in time, either reduce (e.g.
recording of data on existing assets) or be more than offset by reductions in costs in other areas.
As the CRU is now extending IRC2 by one year, the CRU has decided to extend this allowance by
providing an additional allowance of €9.9m for investing in additional capabilities in 2019.
Essentially the CRU has provided an additional expenditure allowance of €29.9m in 2019 for Irish
Water to address additional compliance requirements, address any essential additional
expenditure gaps and continue investing in capabilities29. The CRU expects Irish Water to reduce
the costs associated with this work over time and as such it will be subject to the efficiency
challenge going forward. The CRU does not foresee any ‘additional expenditure’ allowances being
granted as part of RC3 and expects that all of Irish Water’s controllable opex requests for the RC3

29

The CRU has also allowed Irish Water additional opex, as outlined in Section 3.2.9.3 of this paper.
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period are included, whole, as part of a single RC3 submission. On this occasion an additional
expenditure allowance of €29.9m has been added to Irish Water’s controllable opex allowance by
the CRU for 2019 due to the nature of the extension.
The CRU sets an overall opex allowance, as Irish Water best knows how its business can drive
cost reductions. As Irish Water has control over where it chooses to spend its operational
expenditure allowance the CRU is of the view that it has the means to fund the essential additional
expenditure items requested (but which the CRU has not included in its additional allowance) if it
considers that any of these items need to be prioritised. Notwithstanding this, the CRU is also
allowing Irish Water flexibility to spend on controllable opex up to a maximum of €680m.
The CRU will review the 2017-2019 outturn opex during the RC3 lookback. Through this process,
the CRU will provide Irish Water with the required revenue to meet any expenditure it incurred
efficiently during IRC2. Where Irish Water exceeds its operating expenditure allowance, the CRU
will review the overspend and will not fund above the global allowance of €680m. This is consistent
with the approach taken at IRC1 and IRC2.

3.2.9 Setting the Opex allowance
3.2.9.1 IRC2 2017 & 2018
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the CRU commissioned a comparative
benchmarking exercise to assist its assessment of Irish Water’s operational expenditure as part of
the IRC2 decision process. This involved a comparison of the cost performance of Irish Water
(including costs under the SLAs) relative to UK water and sewerage companies. The
benchmarking report published alongside the IRC2 consultation paper (CER/16/270)
recommended that Irish Water be required to reduce its controllable costs by a factor within the
range of 5% to 10% per annum.
As stated in its IRC2 decision the CRU considered, and continues to be of the view, that it is
important to continue to place challenging but achievable targets on the utility in order to place Irish
Water on a path to achieving comparable cost levels with efficient water utilities elsewhere.
However, the CRU is also conscious of the challenge Irish Water faces in reducing its costs in the
short term to a level that is comparable with established mature utilities elsewhere while providing
an adequate level of service to customers. The CRU agrees with Irish Water’s view that the WIOF
programme is fundamental in the move to an efficient Single Public Utility and for transforming how
water services are delivered in Ireland. Irish Water has stated that the WIOF programme will deliver
operational efficiency savings by reducing payroll and overhead costs while helping to deliver Irish
Water’s overall business plan target of operational efficiency savings of €1.1bn. As WIOF will allow
Irish Water to continue to make efficiency savings into the future, the CRU has provided the
appropriate capex allowance to support WIOF implementation, see Section 3.3.3.1 for further
details.
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With this in mind, the CRU set an operating cost efficiency target of 5% per annum. This was
applied against Irish Water’s 2016 forecast expenditure on controllable opex costs (exclusive of
Design Build Operate costs) to set the controllable opex allowance for 2017 and 2018. The overall
opex allowance for IRC2 consists of the 2016 forecast outturn controllable opex that is subject to
the efficiency challenge, controllable opex not subject to the efficiency challenge (i.e. DBO costs
and some additional expenditure), and uncontrollable opex.30
3.2.9.2 Approach for 2019 Extension
The CRU stated in its information paper (CRU/17/332) that as Irish Water is a relatively new utility
and given the inefficiency that will remain within its operating cost base (including Local Authority
costs) at the end of 2018, the CRU will again impose a cumulative efficiency challenge on Irish
Water’s controllable costs. This is in keeping with the general principle of continuing (in so far as
possible) IRC2 decisions into 2019. Such an efficiency challenge, applied in the same manner as
decided for 2017 and 2018, would mean that Irish Water’s 2019 controllable operating cost
allowance would be lower than that of 2018’s. This approach challenges Irish Water to deliver for
customers with greater efficiency, while factoring in the increased experience and knowledge of its
assets and cost drivers, which it would have gathered since it began operating.
As such, the CRU has set the 2019 allowance by applying the 5% efficiency challenge to Irish
Water’s projected outturn for 2016, as it did in IRC2, while taking into account the essential
additional expenditure highlighted by Irish Water in its 2019 extension submission. The CRU
retains 2016 as the baseline year, against which the 2019 allowance will be set, in keeping with the
general principle of continuing IRC2 decisions into 2019.
Again in keeping with the principle of continuing IRC2 decisions into 2019, the CRU has excluded
DBO costs from the efficiency challenge. As part of the RC3 process, the CRU will re-evaluate
whether DBO costs should be subject to the efficiency challenge.
In summary, the CRU has decided that the overall opex allowance for 2019 will consist of the 2016
forecast outturn controllable opex31 that is subject to the rolling efficiency challenge, controllable
opex not subject to the efficiency challenge (i.e. DBO costs and additional expenditure items) and
uncontrollable opex.32
Irish Water’s submission as part of this revenue control process requested that its forecast outturn
for 2018 be used as the baseline year against which the 2019 allowance should be set. Irish
Water’s controllable opex request of €702m for 2019 is based on its 2018 forecast outturn plus

The CRU also decided to allow an additional €19.8m on a one-off basis allowing Irish Water to invest in further
capabilities that it identified following the submission of its initial proposals for IRC2. This allowance was to remain
in place for 2017 and 2018 only.
31 Minus billing costs, see Section 3.2.4.3 for further detail.
32 See Section 3.2.8 for further detail regarding the additional expenditure allowance.
30
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forecasted ‘essential additional expenditure’ in 2019 minus forecast efficiency savings in 2019.
Such an approach would be a departure from the CRU’s recognised revenue control process by
creating two separate baselines within the same revenue control period. The CRU has decided not
to deviate from the approach taken at IRC2. The CRU will review Irish Water’s opex in full as part
of a review at RC3.
The table below provides a summary of Irish Water’s opex request and the CRU’s opex allowance
for 2019.
Table 3.6: Irish Water’s opex request and the CRU’s opex allowance for 2019 (€m)2

Operating cost categories
SLA expenditure (excl. DBO costs)
DBO costs
Target Operating Model
Group Centre and shared services
Irrecoverable VAT & Insurance
Total controllable costs
Non-controllable costs
Investing in capabilities
Compliance
Essential additional expenditure
Additional Funding3
Total operating costs

IW request 2019
412
111
119
39
21

CRU allowance 2019

702
5

6191
5
10
15
10
26
685

See note
See note
See note

707

See note 1
See note 1
See note 1
See note 1
See note 1

Note: Irish Water incorporated its additional expenditure requests into its individual cost categories.
1 IRC2 2016 baseline minus billing costs with annual efficiency challenge of 5% (excluding DBO costs). Note that
this figure is not broken down in the cells above as it is a global allowance which gives the utility flexibility to spend
where it sees fit.
2 Please note the opex request, and the opex categories within, have been updated to reflect the removal of rates.
The indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has also been amended and is slightly different to that used in the
Consultation.
3 The CRU had proposed a controllable opex of €654m in its public consultation. The CRU has decided following
the consultation period to allow a maximum of €680m on controllable opex during 2019. The maximum level of
controllable opex funding available is €680m and the CRU will thoroughly review all opex spend as part of the
RC3 review.

3.2.9.3 Availability of Additional Funding
In its public consultation on Irish Water’s 2019 allowed revenues, the CRU proposed a controllable
opex allowance of €654m. Following engagement with Irish Water, the CRU has decided to allow a
controllable opex allowance of €680m to provide Irish Water flexibility to adequately fund its
operations as it transitions to the new funding model brought about by the Water Services Act
2017. The CRU will carry out a robust review of Irish Water’s expenditure during 2019 as part of its
lookback review for RC3 and will disallow any inefficient or unnecessary expenditure at that stage.
In providing the additional allowance, the CRU recognises that the new funding arrangements,
brought about by the WSA 2017, set out that Irish Water is funded through voted Government
expenditure for the provision of domestic water and wastewater services. This introduces a further
element of constraint if Irish Water incurs necessary unforeseen expenditure and needs to spend
over its CRU allowance.
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This differs from existing arrangements for both gas and electricity networks companies and the
previous approach taken to Irish Water whereby if further expenditure is required and obtained
(through borrowing etc.), the CRU would review ex-post to assess if such expenditure was efficient
and allowable.
The CRU acknowledges that Irish Water will face challenges in 2019 in running its business in
respect of upgrading its aging asset base to provide an adequate service to its customers and
ensure security of supply. In light of the unforeseen spending that the utility has faced as a result of
extreme weather events in the recent past, the CRU recognises the need to ensure the utility has
some adequate controllable opex. In addition, the CRU acknowledges the importance of WIOF in
transforming to a single public utility model. The CRU acknowledges that the pace of delivery of
WIOF is dependent upon a number of stakeholders and that its implementation will play a key role
in unlocking efficiencies in respect of Irish Water’s day-to-day running costs.
Therefore, to ensure that Irish Water has sufficient access to funds, the CRU has decided to allow
Irish Water a controllable opex allowance of €680m in 2019. However, this funding is available with
the following conditions:
This CRU decision provides for additional funding of €34.9m to be made available to Irish Water in
respect of additional expenditure and without applying an efficiency challenge. The CRU considers
the areas that the €34.9m relates to be fully funded for 2019. The additional funding provided by
the CRU in this decision (i.e. €26m) should not relate to the areas for which an additional allowance
has already been granted.
At RC3, the CRU will carry out a detailed lookback of IRC2 opex and will claw back any inefficient
spend.

3.3 Capital Expenditure Allowance
3.3.1 Introduction
This section sets out the CRU’s decision regarding Irish Water’s capital expenditure (capex)
allowance for 2019. Irish Water’s submission was divided into network and non-network capex.
Network capex consists of expenditure on core water and wastewater capital investments such
as water and wastewater treatment plants and networks, national programmes (e.g. the
disinfection programme and the national lead programme) and capital maintenance. Nonnetwork capex relates to matters such as information technology (IT), fleet and facilities.
While the CRU has reviewed this submission in detail, in such an unusual circumstance, i.e. the
extension of a revenue control period by one-year, it was not possible for the CRU to carry out a
full review of capex consistent with its normal regulatory review process. Specifically, the CRU
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has reviewed a submission for 2019 prior to a review of the spend for 2017 and 2018 being
carried out. Such an approach limits the scope of the CRU to review Irish Water’s cost proposals
thoroughly.
It should be noted that a full review of the 2017-2019 period will begin later this year as part of
the lookback process for the next full revenue control, RC3. At that point, a full and detailed
review of capital expenditure will determine the efficiency of spend over the entire pre-2020
period.
This section sets out Irish Water’s submission for 2019, along with the CRU’s approach to setting
and deciding on the allowed capital expenditure for 2019. This section also outlines the approach
to efficiencies for capital expenditure in 2019.

3.3.2 Approach to 2019 Review
Following the CRU’s decision (CRU/17/332) to extend the current revenue control period to
include 2019, the CRU requested a submission from Irish Water on its 2019 costs. The CRU
then reviewed the submission and engaged with Irish Water on its content. The submission
included both network and non-network capital expenditure for 2019. The CRU form its proposals
for the consultation paper, requesting feedback from stakeholders. Following this consultation
period, and taking into account the views of stakeholders, the CRU is now setting out its
decision.
The CRU is of the view that the objective for determining Irish Water’s allowed capex for 2019
should be consistent with that of the IRC2 review, where possible. While the CRU is not in a
position to complete a full review of the 2019 submission and lookback for 2017 and 2018 at this
stage, the CRU has reviewed the submission for 2019 in detail. For network capex, the approach
is consistent with the IRC2 decision in that the decision is based on the published Capital
Investment Plan 2017-2021. However, the CRU has decided not apply the same efficiency
challenges as were in place for 2017 and 2018 for the reasons set out below.
3.3.2.1 Network Capital Expenditure
Irish Water requested €801m33 in network capital expenditure for 2019. This is divided into three
categories:

33

•

Capital maintenance;

•

National Programmes; and

Please note this figure is updated to reflect an amendment to the indexation used in the Consultation Paper
(CRU/18/097) to convert to 2015 prices.
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•

Projects.

The CRU is of the view that it is not possible to carry out a full review of the requested network
capital expenditure for 2019 in isolation. Instead, the CRU has decided to allow a placeholder for
2019 network capital expenditure as set out in the Capital Investment Plan 2017-2021, in line
with the approach taken to 2017 and 2018, which will then be assessed in detail as part of the
RC3 lookback process. The placeholder amount of €783m, is the 2019 amount in the Capital
Investment Plan 2017-2021 (CER/16/345) published alongside the CRU’s IRC2 decision. The
CRU has decided to allow this placeholder exclusive of any efficiency challenges. The CRU will
carry out a review of the capital expenditure as part of the RC3 lookback process to determine
efficient spend. As was the case at IRC1 and IRC2, if Irish Water is successful in achieving
funding for the full value of the efficiently incurred capital programme and such capex is delivered
efficiently, this will be allowed for in full. Any expenditure which has not been efficiently incurred
will be disallowed through the lookback process.
In its first Capital Investments Monitoring Report January to June 2017 (CRU/18/057), the CRU
noted that Irish Water may not be in a position to deliver the CIP submitted in 2016 within the
expenditure and timeline set out in the 2016 CIP. While the CRU acknowledges that this is the
case, the CRU will continue to assess 2019 based on the published CIP and address the delivery
of the CIP in full, as part of the RC3 lookback process. The CRU will continue to monitor capital
investment throughout 2019 under its monitoring framework.
While the CRU is aware that the 2016 CIP will not be delivered within the timelines and
expenditure set out, the CRU is of the view the most appropriate approach to take for this oneyear extension is to use the published CIP as the basis for network capital expenditure in 2019.
The CRU acknowledges that Irish Water has more up-to-date information available to it at this
stage, which has been submitted to the CRU. However, the CRU is unable to consider this in
isolation for 2019. Instead, the CRU has decided to allow network capex for 2019 in line with the
CIP published in 2016. For the reasons set out above, the CRU has excluded this €783m figure
from the efficiency challenges applied in the IRC2 decision. Instead, Irish Water will be required
to demonstrate to the CRU, during the RC3 review process, that any network capital expenditure
was efficient. This will ensure that Irish Water has sufficient funding available to invest in network
capex in 2019. The CRU will also address any differences in spend during the review of 20172019 spend as part of the next revenue control.
3.3.2.2 Non-network Capital Expenditure
Irish Water also provided a non-network capex submission for 2019, which the CRU has
reviewed. For IRC2, the CRU received a submission for 2017-2018 only. As the 2019 submission
is being reviewed in advance of a lookback being carried out, the CRU has decided to continue
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the approach taken for IRC2, to allow any reasonably requested non-network capital expenditure
and apply an efficiency challenge of 5% generally, with some exclusions. The CRU’s IRC2
decision applied a cumulative 5% efficiency challenge on some non-network expenditure.
However, for 2019 the CRU has decided to apply a 5% efficiency challenge on 2019-related
expenditure rather than a cumulative 2017-19 challenge. This is because it was not possible to
determine if a cumulative efficiency would be appropriate, given that non-network capital
expenditure for 2019 may be based upon different costings than those submitted for 2017 and
2018, and the 2019 submission may therefore not be comparable.
During the revenue setting process for RC3, the CRU will review all non-network capital
expenditure during IRC2. At that stage, any inefficient expenditure will be disallowed.

3.3.3 2019 Non-Network Capital Expenditure
3.3.3.1 Non-network
There has been a significant increase in the amount of non-network capex requested by Irish
Water for 2019. Irish Water has sought €97m for 2019, under four categories. The table below
sets out the amount of non-network capex requested by Irish Water for 2017-2019.
Table 3.7: Irish Water's Non-Network request (€m)

Category

2017

2018

2019

Total

Fleet and Facilities

13

12

22

47

IT

23

20

24

67

7

7

4

18

WIOF

15

15

47

77

Total

58

54

97

209

Business Change

Fleet & Facilities
Irish Water 2019 Submission
Irish Water requested €22m for fleet and facilities in 2019.
(i)

Fleet

Following a detailed inspection of its fleet by Irish Water, it requested €10m for fleet in 2019.
Irish Water’s fleet consists of light commercial vehicles (LCVs), Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) and
other mobile equipment. Irish Water stated that a significant portion of its fleet is beyond its
operational date resulting in downtime and excessive/inefficient maintenance costs. Furthermore, it
said there is little standardisation of vehicles across the country. Irish Water also stated that there is
significant health and safety and statutory compliance issues and that the fleet is not adequate to
respond appropriately to major incidents.
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Based on Irish Water’s 2019 submission, the approved budget for fleet in 2017 and 2018 is
€12.6m. This includes a €5m reallocation for 2017 and 2018.
(ii)

Facilities

Irish Water requested €7.5m to extend three Regional Central Projects Office and fit-out another
three regional offices. It requested €0.5m each to refurbish/fit-out five training centres, the provision
of which Irish Water will bring in-house following discussions with the Local Authorities.34 The
remainder of the request relates to building upgrades in the Dublin office and the Disaster
Recovery site for the National Operations Management Centre.
CRU 2019 Allowance
The CRU has assessed the overall necessity and scope of the Fleet and Facilities expenditure
requested for 2019 in so far as is possible. However, the CRU will need to determine the full
necessity and scope of the fleet and facilities by reviewing the IRC2 period in full. This will be done
as part of the RC3 process. This will enable the CRU to gain a full understanding of the
requirements.
With this in mind, the CRU has decided the following approach for 2019:
(i)

Fleet

The CRU has decided to allow Irish Water the €10m requested subject to a full assessment of the
expenditure during the RC3 lookback.
(ii)

Facilities

The CRU notes Irish Water’s intention to establish 11 Capital Project Offices (CPOs), six of which
expenditure is requested for in the 2019 submission as well as funding for five training centres.
The CRU is not, at this stage, in a position to determine whether Irish Water require 11 Capital
Projects Offices. However, the CRU notes that expenditure is requested in respect of six CPOs for
the 2019 period. While the CRU has decided to allow this expenditure for 2019, the CRU does not
accept the proposal of 11 CPOs at this stage. The CRU is of the view that 11 CPOs may be
excessive in comparison to other utilities. Before proposing an allowance for CPOs during RC3, the
CRU will undertake a review of the necessity for 11 regional CPOs, which will include comparisons
with other utilities both in Ireland and in other jurisdictions. The CRU is of the view that it is prudent
to allow the spend for the six CPOs in 2019, and review in full at RC3.
In relation to the request for five training centres, the CRU again cannot assess the requirement for
five training centres at this stage, in the absence of carrying out a full review process on past and
forecast expenditure across a multi-annual period. However, the CRU would question the need for

34

Training is currently provided by the Water Services Training Group (WSTG).
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five training centres, serving the same purpose in different locations in a country of Ireland’s size,
particularly in the context of the number of comparable facilities in the gas and electricity utilities.
Ongoing expenditure would be required to maintain and staff these training centres resulting in the
same costs being incurred at separate locations. The CRU does not consider it prudent to allow for
five training centres for 2019, without first assessing in full, Irish Water’s need for five training
centres.
Therefore, the CRU has decided to allow Irish Water funding for two training centres during 2019.
The CRU will review the need for these training centres (whether they provide different functions or
will be permanent or temporary) during the RC3 lookback.
The CRU has decided to allow the other costs requested under facilities – building upgrades to the
Dublin offices and the Data Recovery Site. However, the efficiency of this spend will be assessed
during the RC3 lookback.
The CRU has as a result reduced the facilities budget by €1.5m to reflect the removal of three
training centres for 2019. Should Irish Water provide a demonstrable need for the efficient spend of
this money during RC3, the allowance may be granted at that point.
In line with the IRC2 decision, the CRU has applied a 5% efficiency challenge on the above,
resulting in an allowance of €20.75m for fleet and facilities for 2019.
IT
Irish Water 2019 Submission
Irish Water is seeking €24m in IT for 2019, split into five categories. This compares with €43m
being sought for 2017 and 2018 inclusive.
CRU 2019 Allowance
In the absence of a full review of the 2017 and 2018 spend, the CRU is unable to determine Irish
Water’s IT capital expenditure during 2017 and 2018. In addition, the CRU is not in a position to
determine if Irish Water’s request for 2019 is reasonable, in light of the investment during 2017 and
2018, i.e. whether the investment in IT to date should result in reducing IT capital expenditure or
not. This will not be clear until the CRU carries out its full lookback as part of the RC3 process.
Furthermore, the CRU has not carried out a review of a sample of projects as was done when
reaching the IRC2 decision for 2017 and 2018.
With this in mind, the CRU has decided to allow the requested €24m to Irish Water for 2019.
However, the CRU will review the capital expenditure on IT during 2017-2019 as a whole as part of
the RC3 process.
As this is a new submission, it would not be appropriate to continue a cumulative efficiency
challenge on IT expenditure, as the 2019 submission may be based on different costings to that of
the submission for 2017-2018. Instead, the CRU has applied a 5% efficiency challenge to the IT
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budget for 2019. Therefore, an allowance of €22.5m has been provided for capital expenditure on
IT in 2019.
Business Change
Irish Water 2019 Submission
Irish Water has requested €4m in Business Change for 2019. This covers 31 projects with an
average cost of close to €140,000 per project. This compares to €7m for 2017 and €7m for 2018.
CRU 2019 Allowance
The CRU notes that Irish Water has requested €4m in business change for 2019. While the CRU
notes that this is less than what was requested for 2017 and 2018, the CRU has not been able to
carry out a full review of the costings or a sample of the projects in order to assess the cost
efficiency. The CRU has decided, however, to allow the requested €4m for 2019 less €0.05m for a
non-critical project, consistent with the IRC2 decision. This allowance is subject to a 5% efficiency
challenge. The CRU will review the efficiency of the €4m associated with business change and will
recoup any inefficient expenditure during the RC3 process, should there be any.
WIOF
Irish Water 2019 Submission
Irish Water is seeking €47m for WIOF in 2019. This is compared with €30m for 2017 and 2018
inclusive.
The €47m consists of four categories: Implementation Costs (€20m), Technology Costs (€17m)
and Material Costs (€2m). Irish Water has proposed a contingency of approximately €8m or 20% of
the WIOF proposed budget.
CRU 2019 Allowance
The CRU acknowledges the importance of the WIOF programme to deliver efficiencies for Irish
Water and the need for the programme to be progressed in a timely manner so that these
efficiencies can be realised. Transformation to a single utility model will drive efficiencies and
economies of scale for the utility and will ultimately lead to savings to Irish Water customers as it
transitions from the SLA model. The CRU, however, also notes the significant increase in costs
proposed for 2019 compared with those for 2017 and 2018.
The CRU has not carried out a full review of the costs requested by Irish Water at this stage. This
is because it is not possible to carry out such a review for 2019 in isolation, as the costs incurred to
date and the costs due to be incurred from 2020 onwards, would also need to be considered in
such a review.
However, taking into account the importance of the WIOF programme, and in recognition of the
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overall efficiencies that WIOF can unlock in time, the CRU has decided to allow the costs
requested. The CRU has reduced the contingency from 20% to 10%, as it is of the view that 10% is
a more appropriate contingency. The CRU understands that the majority of capex spend has a
10% contingency applied, and is of the view that the same contingency amount should apply in this
area.
This reduces the WIOF allowance by €4m to €43m. No efficiency challenge will be applied to this
allowance in line with the previous approach taken during IRC2.
The CRU acknowledges that WIOF has not delivered at the pace anticipated to date and accepts
that the funding requested for 2019 will only be spent if considerable strides are made in the project
by that point. Essentially, the CRU understands that the funding is contingent on the WIOF project
delivering in 2019. The CRU has decided to allow the WIOF request less €4m (i.e. half the
contingency total) and the CRU will review the entire WIOF funding and deliverables as part of the
RC3 lookback process, to be carried out later this year.
The CRU will also seek a greater understanding on the pace of delivery of WIOF at that stage,
given its importance to Irish Water in delivering savings for the customer, and will determine
whether the costs for 2019 were reasonable at that stage.
Table 3.8: CRU's Non-Network allowance (€m)

Category

Fleet and Facilities

22

Allowance
(pre-efficiency)
€m
21

IT

24

24

-1

22

4

4

-0.2

4

WIOF

47

43

N/A

43

Total

97

92

N/A

89

Requested
€m

Business Change

Efficiency
Challenge
€m
-1

Allowance
€m
20

3.3.4 Capex Monitoring
In its IRC2 Decision Paper, the CRU set out its proposed high-level approach to monitoring
capital investment during IRC2. The CRU then commenced work on a monitoring and reporting
regime.
Prior to the development of this regime, the CRU published a report entitled Irish Water’s Capital
Investment Outputs 2016 in June 2017. This document set out the key outputs and outcomes
confirmed by Irish Water as delivered during the period from its establishment to the end of 2016
for the revenue allowed by the CRU.
Following on from this, the CRU published a report entitled Irish Water Capital Investments
Monitoring Report January to June 2017. The paper outlined Irish Water's actual and forecast
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delivery of its Investment Plan on 30 June 2017. The report also highlights some of the key
outputs and outcomes delivered by Irish Water in the first six months of 2017.
This monitoring is ongoing and the CRU will publish an enduring framework to monitor Irish
Water’s delivery of capital investment during 2018 and continue to publish periodic monitoring
reports.
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4 Incentives and Monitoring
4.1 Overview
The CRU uses incentives to encourage the utility to act in an efficient manner in the running of its
business in order to reach targets set by the CRU. If targets are met, the utility would receive an
incentive payment. However, if the utility fails to reach the target, in many cases an equivalent
penalty would apply.
For IRC2, the CRU decided that a combination of reputational incentives (through monitoring and
publication) and financial incentives (through payments/penalties) would be utilised to incentivise
Irish Water to improve its performance in key areas. The areas where financial incentives were
proposed are:

•

Rolling retention additional of opex efficiencies; and,

•

Non-Domestic billing incentives.

Areas where the CRU will monitor Irish Water over the IRC2 period, but does not currently
propose to have financial incentives are:

•

The Irish Water Performance Assessment;

•

The Customer Handbook; and,

•

Capital Expenditure Monitoring.

Details of how these incentives will operate are contained in the CRU’s IRC2 Decision Paper
(CER/16/342). Further information on the above monitoring regimes are also contained in this
paper.
For 2019, the CRU will continue to use performance incentives (and/or penalties) as utilised in
IRC2. As part of the 2019 revenue control extension, the CRU has not implemented additional
incentives or reviewed current incentives. Incentives and monitoring will be consulted upon as part
of RC3.
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5 Calculation of Revenue Requirement
5.1 Overview
This section provides a brief summary of how the overall revenue figure for Irish Water is
calculated. It outlines:

•

Irish Water’s regulated asset base including the composition, depreciation and asset lives
applied to the RAB;

•

Irish Water’s WACC for 2019; and,

•

The calculation of the overall revenue for Irish Water for the IRC2 period.

Each of the above are discussed briefly below. Further detail is contained in the CRU’s IRC2
Decision Paper (CER/16/342).

5.2 Irish Water Regulated Asset Base
5.2.1 Introduction
The revenue that is recovered from Irish Water customers and from Government subvention during
each revenue control period can be divided into three separate categories:
1) Revenue to cover Irish Water’s operational costs during that period;
2) A return on capital invested in Irish Water’s assets; and,
3) Revenue to cover depreciation of Irish Water’s assets.
The Regulated Asset Base (RAB) plays a key role in the determination of the amount of
depreciation that Irish Water receives (item 3 above), and is the base to which the rate-of-return is
applied when determining the return on capital for Irish Water (item 2 above).
This section provides information on a number of interrelated issues that determine Irish Water’s
RAB. Specifically, this section provides information on:

•

The type of assets within Irish Water’s RAB;

•

The methodology used to value the assets within Irish Water’s RAB;

•

The length of asset lives applied to the assets within Irish Water’s RAB;

•

The depreciation methodology applied to Irish Water’s RAB; and

•

The regulatory treatment of additions to Irish Water’s RAB.

5.2.2 Composition of the RAB
Please see the CRU’s revenue model for detailed composition of Irish Water’s regulated asset
base at 01 January 2019. Information on the value of the assets is provided within the asset base
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itself.
Regarding asset lives, Irish Water’s capital expenditure is depreciated using asset life categories
based on the expected economic life of the assets to be depreciated.
Please refer to Appendix D of the IRC1 NERA Report35 for a detailed discussion of the asset lives
used for the RAB.
Table 5.1: Irish Water RAB 2019 (€m)

Opening Asset Value
Capex
Depreciation
Closing Asset Value

2019
2,850
873
<155>
3,569

The CRU intends to review its approach to determining asset lives and the portion of Irish Water’s
asset base to be assigned to each asset life category as part of the RC3 process later this year.

5.2.3 Valuation of the RAB
The CRU has continued its current approach for valuation of the RAB into 2019. This approach is
known as replacement cost. Under this approach, assets are valued at what it would cost to
replace existing assets.
Information on this and other approaches is outlined in documents such as the CRU decision on
electricity distribution revenues for 2011 to 2015 (CER/10/198).

5.2.4 Asset lives applied to the RAB
For 2019, the CRU has continued to use the asset life categories and the percentage allocation of
total capex to each asset life used in the past two interim revenue controls, see the IRC2 decision
for further details.

5.2.5 Depreciation method
The CRU has continued to use the straight-line depreciation method when setting the 2019 allowed
revenue.

5.2.6 Additions to Irish Water’s RAB
See the IRC2 decision for further detail on the CRU’s policy regarding Interest During Construction
(IDC) and capital contributions and grants, which it has continued for 2019.

35
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5.3 Cost of Capital
The CRU has applied a WACC to calculate a rate of return on Irish Water’s investment in the water
network in each of the past two revenue controls. This is consistent with the CRU’s approach to
revenue controls in electricity and gas, and is an important part of the calculation of the allowed
revenue. For IRC2 the CRU decided to set the overall WACC to 5.2%.
However, since the CRU’s IRC2 decision changes have been made to Irish Water’s funding model
following the recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas Committee (JOC) on the Future Funding of
Domestic Water Services. The domestic water sector will continue to be funded by Government
subvention with some additional revenue in the form of charges.36 The non-domestic sector will
continue to be funded by the revenue collected from non-domestic customers through nondomestic water charges. The capital programme can now only be funded through equity (capital
contribution) and cash from operations. Under the new model, the only debt to be raised by Irish
Water can be that associated with the non-domestic sector. Arrangements are in place to consider
the appropriate nature and level of facilities for this debt and consider the approach to replacing the
existing commercial debt.
Under the revised funding model, the CRU will continue to regulate Irish Water as before, by
challenging it to deliver efficiencies while improving the quality and security of the public water and
wastewater services in Ireland and providing an appropriate level of service to its customers.
Given the 2017 legislative changes, the CRU will consider whether a WACC or an appropriate
alternative value should be used when calculating the allowed revenue in the future. However, in
this IRC2 extension, the CRU is of the view that the IRC2 WACC should remain in place. The CRU
will carry out a full review of the methodology and the appropriate cost of capital for Irish Water as
part of RC3. Therefore the CRU has decided to continue to apply a WACC of 5.2% in the
calculation of Irish Water’s revenue for 2019, thereby maintaining the decisions taken at IRC2.
Please see Section 7.3 of the CRU’s IRC2 decision paper (CER/16/342) for further detail on the
setting of the WACC of 5.2% for IRC2.

5.4 Revenue Adjustments
5.4.1 Introduction
The CRU regulates utilities through a form of revenue cap regulation, which allows adjustments
relating to one revenue control period to be accounted for in subsequent periods. This adjustment

36

Irish Water can currently charge domestic customers for new connections, meter tests and meter reads. Under
the Water Services Act 2017, from 2019, domestic customers will also be charged for excessive usage of water.
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mechanism is generally referred to as a ‘k-factor’ mechanism.
In the CRU’s IRC2 decision paper, the CRU has allowed a provision of €189m (2015 prices, NPV
at 1 January 2017) relating to revenue billed or collected by Irish Water. The CRU decided to
smooth the recovery of the €189m over five years as detailed in the CRU model. This adjustment
has been included in the calculation of Irish Water’s revenue for 2019. Please see Section 7.4 of
the CRU’s IRC2 decision paper (CER/16342) for further detail on the adjustments.

5.5 Allowed Revenue
5.5.1 Introduction
This section outlines how the CRU’s approach to incentive based regulation leads to an annual
revenue figure for recovery through Government subvention and charges to customers.
This approach involves taking the allowances set by the CRU for capex, opex, WACC and the
2019 K-factor and calculating the allowed revenue in real prices for 2019.37
The calculation of the annual revenue in real prices is discussed below in Section 5.5.2.2. Updates
to this figure38 are discussed in Section 5.5.2.3.
The CRU notes that applying different practices for each revenue control could risk creating an
inconsistent set of incentives and regulatory uncertainty. Therefore, the decisions outlined below
are generally consistent with the CRU’s previous decisions on revenue controls for network utilities
and do not vary from the CRU’s IRC2 decision.
5.5.2 Incentive regulation & setting allowed revenue
5.5.2.1 Introduction
In previous revenue controls for network utilities, the CRU has used an incentive-based approach,
based on the RPI-X form of regulation.
The CRU’s approach involves building efficiencies into the opex and capex allowances, calculating
the allowed revenue and profiling the resulting figure over the revenue control period. This results
in an annual allowed revenue figures (in real prices) which the utility can collect through
Government subvention and charges to non-domestic customers.
5.5.2.2 Calculation of 2019 revenue
Section 7.5.2.2 of the CRU’s IRC2 Decision Paper (CER/16/342) outlines how the allowed revenue

37

The figures are calculated in real 2015 prices (Present Value at 1 January 2017) prior to profiling for recovery
over the IRC2 period in real 2015 prices.
38 This includes both an update (now) to convert into nominal terms and an update (in the future) to correct for
certain factors.
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is calculated (in real prices). The calculation is contained within the model published alongside this
decision paper. For full details please refer to that excel model (CRU/18/212).
The model, and below figure, give the total 2019 revenue requirement in 2015 prices, PV at the
start of 2019 (i.e. 01 January 2019).
Normally the allowed revenue model would profile revenues over a number of years, but as the
extension is setting the revenue for one year only, this is not required.
5.5.2.3 Conclusion on the 2019 revenue
The CRU has set the revenue requirement for 2019 at €1,016m (in 2015 prices, PV at the start of
2019 (i.e. 01 January 2019). This is equivalent to the €1,042m outlined in Line 19 of Figure 5.1.39
An indicative profile of how this revenue would be recovered is also outlined in the below figure for
illustrative purposes. This assigns €208m to non-domestic charges and €834m to Government
subvention for 2019.
The figure below is an extract from the 2019 revenue model and shows Irish Water’s total revenue
requirement for 2019. For further detail on the calculations, please refer to the CRU’s 2019 revenue
model (CRU/18/212), which is published alongside this decision paper.
The CRU has utilised the Irish Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (Irish HICP) as the inflation
index.40
This is consistent with the inflation index used in recent CRU decisions for network utilities (both
water and energy).

Please note the difference between the CRU’s proposed revenue allowance and final revenue allowance is due
to the removal of rates only.
40 The same inflation index is also used in the IRC2 revenue control model (CER/16/272).
39
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Figure 5.1: 2019 revenue calculation
Opening and closing RAB
Line No.
1
€m 2015 prices Opening RAB
2
€m 2015 prices Closing RAB

2019
2,850.3
3,568.3

Revenue required to reimburse opex and adjustment related to IRC1
3
4
5
6

€m
€m
€m
€m

2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices

Opex
Present Value (PV) of opex
Present Value (PV) of adjustment related to IRC1
Present Value (PV) of opex plus adjustment related to IRC1

2019
684.9
667.8
0.0
667.8

Total

2019
872.6
850.8

Total

667.8

Revenue required to reimburse capex incurred in IRC2
7
8

€m 2015 prices Capex incurred in IRC2
€m 2015 prices Present Value (PV)

850.8

Revenue required to reimburse the change in the RAB over IRC2

9
10
11

€m 2015 prices Opening RAB balance
€m 2015 prices PV of closing RAB balance
€m 2015 prices Difference

2019
2,850.3
3,391.9
(541.6)

Side RAB
2017-18 2019
189.0
113.4
109.0
74.1
80.0
39.3

Total required revenue for the period
12
13
14
15
16

€m
€m
€m
€m
€m

2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices

Revenue to reimburse opex & clawbacks / deferrals
Revenue to reimburse capex
Revenue to reimburse change in RAB
Revenue to reimburse change in side RAB
Total revenue required for the period (PV)

2019
667.8
850.8
(541.6)
39.3
1,016.3

Expected real revenue for the period
Line No.
17
18
19
20
21
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€m
€m
€m
€m
€m

2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices
2015 prices

Revenue - government subvention
Revenue - non-domestic
Revenue total
PV expected revenue - beginning of period
PV expected revenue

2019
Total
834.4
834.4
208.0
208.0
1,042.4 1,042.4
1,016.3
1,016.3

0.00 Solve
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Overview
This paper outlines the CRU’s decisions in relation to the revenue that Irish Water can recover
during 2019. The CRU has decided to allow €1,042m. This represents a reduction of €23m (or 2%)
relative to Irish Water’s request, as outlined below in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Allowed Revenue, Irish Water request and CRU decision (€m)41

IRC2 2017 - 2018
Revenue Allowance
Total revenue, €m

1,843

IW Request
2019
1,065

CRU Decision
2019
1,042

Saving
23

The detailed decisions behind this revenue figure are outlined in each section within this paper.
The above table includes allowance for operating costs, depreciation and return on capital costs.
The CRU notes that the required revenue for Irish Water for 2019 has increased on a per annum
basis. This is due to the established regulatory model which recovers operating costs during the
regulatory period but recovers the cost of capital expenditure over a longer period of time. Irish
Water has delivered large capital investment in the past five years, the increase in allowed
revenues in 2019 reflect the depreciation of these assets in that period, along with the allowance
for the cost of financing this capex.42
Please refer to each individual section for more details.

6.2 CRU view
The decisions in this paper are made in the context of extending the current revenue control by one
year. As such, they largely mirror the decision currently in place for the 2017-2018 period.
The CRU acknowledges the significant challenge that Irish Water faces in managing its costs as its
asset base grows, and the strides it has made in reducing operating costs while the scale of the
work required continues to grow. It also acknowledges the timely engagement between the
regulator and utility in reaching this decision.
The CRU is of the view that Irish Water needs to be set challenging but achievable efficiency
targets in order to continue to deliver quality service at least cost to the customer. The CRU
continues to hold the view that a 5% opex efficiency challenge (excluding DBO costs and certain

Please note that Irish Water’s revenue request has been updated to reflect the removal of rates. The difference
between the CRU’s proposed revenue allowance in the Consultation Paper (CRU/18/097) and final revenue
allowance is due to the removal of rates only. The indexation used to convert to 2015 prices has also been amended
and is slightly different to that used in the Consultation.
42 In addition, the allowed revenue for IRC2 was reduced due to a clawback relating IRC1.
41
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additional expenditure items) is a modest request and is at the lower end of efficiencies achieved in
comparison to other utilities against which the CRU benchmarked Irish Water at IRC2. The CRU
highlights the role of the WIOF transformation project and its potential to unlock efficiencies across
the business.
The CRU has provided an additional expenditure allowance to provide Irish Water the funding
required to address additional compliance requirements, address any essential additional
expenditure gaps and continue investing in capabilities. The CRU does not foresee any ‘additional
expenditure’ allowances being granted as part of RC3 and expects that all of Irish Water’s
controllable opex requests for the RC3 period are included, whole, as part of a single RC3
submission.
In addition, the CRU has decided to allow Irish Water the flexibility to spend its controllable
operational expenditure allowance for 2019 up to a maximum of €680m.
The CRU will once more consider its approach to all aspects in setting Irish Water’s revenue as
part of the RC3 process.

6.3 Next steps
The CRU will notify the DHPLG of its decision regarding allowed revenue for Irish Water in 2019.
This will inform the DHPLG for its Departmental Vote ahead of the 2019 budgetary process.
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Appendix I – Comments Received and
CRU’s Response
Introduction
Two parties submitted a response to the Consultation Paper. These were:
•

Irish Water; and

•

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

These responses are published alongside this paper.43

Comments received – Irish Water
Irish Water’s response centred on its proposed controllable opex allowance and the additional cost
pressures it faces as a result of compliance and environmental challenges.
It stated its concern that the CRU’s proposed allowance for controllable opex was lower than
required and would result in a funding shortfall or a delay to critical compliance and service work
programmes. It further noted that the proposed efficiency challenge was unachievable due to the
urgent compliance and service demands as well as external cost pressures including demographic
and wider economic changes which it states cannot be absorbed while addressing compliance and
service needs for customers.
While acknowledging the CRU’s role in setting efficiency challenges and reaching similar standards
as international peers, it noted that cost reductions must be sustainable. It further stated the need
for a single public utility to achieve savings, which it notes has been designed but requires
implementation. Irish Water noted that the CRU has a statutory obligation to ensure that Irish Water
operates in a commercially viable manner and stated that there needs to be flexibility in the 2019
decision paper for unforeseen infrastructural failure and severe weather conditions.

CRU Response
The CRU is committed to ensuring that Irish Water operates in a commercially viable manner. This
is demonstrated through the CRU’s process in determining Irish Water’s allowed revenue as set
out below.
The CRU understands the need to fund Irish Water adequately while ensuring that the utility
provides a quality service at least cost to customers. The CRU has consistently challenged Irish

43

CRU/18/214 Irish Water Response and CRU/18/215 EPA Response.
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Water to operate efficiently and reduce its costs and commends the strides made by Irish Water
over IRC1 and to date. The CRU further acknowledges the achievement of efficiencies within the
confines of the SLA model.
Having carefully considered Irish Water’s consultation response, the CRU recognises that there is
merit in providing Irish Water with additional flexibility to fund unforeseen events. The CRU has
decided to allow Irish Water a controllable opex allowance of €680m for 2019. The CRU is of the
view that the controllable operating allowance provided (€680m) adequately funds Irish Water’s
controllable costs and challenges it to continue on a pathway to efficiency, albeit at a slower pace
than the savings achieved at IRC1 when the efficiency challenge was set at a cumulative 7% per
annum.
Following public consultation, the CRU’s view is that the allowances decided upon are sufficient to
ensure that Irish Water can operate as a commercially viable organisation. The CRU’s approach is
discussed in detail in Section 3 of this decision paper and briefly outlined below.
However, the new funding arrangements brought about by the WSA 2017 mean that Irish Water is
funded through annual voted Government expenditure for the provision of domestic water and
wastewater services. This situation is unusual for a regulated utility in that Irish Water no longer has
flexibility to spend greater than its allowance, subject to the look back review at the end of the price
control period, where such spend is efficient and necessary.
The CRU acknowledges that Irish Water will face challenges in 2019 in upgrading its aging asset
base to provide an adequate service to its customers and ensure security of supply. In light of the
unforeseen spending that the utility has faced as a result of extreme weather events in recent
times, the CRU is aware of the need to ensure the utility has flexibility to spend beyond its
allowance if such spend was efficient and necessary.
Therefore, in order to make provision for Irish Water to ensure that it is adequately funded, the
CRU has decided to allow Irish Water to spend beyond its controllable opex allowance up to a
maximum limit of €680m in 2019 which will be subject to robust review by the CRU during the RC3
process.

IRC2 benchmarking analysis
As previously stated in the IRC2 decision paper, the CRU’s benchmarking exercise for IRC2 found
that Irish Water is at least 70-80% inefficient compared to the long-run efficient level for comparator
companies, i.e. its costs were at least 70% higher than those of benchmarked companies (similar
companies in other jurisdictions) at IRC2. The CRU has challenged Irish Water to close this
efficiency gap through the application of an efficiency challenge each year. It is of the view that this
approach will enable a steady glide path to efficiency to the ultimate benefit of Irish Water’s
customers. It is also reasonable to expect that a newly established utility will have certain
inefficiencies that can be identified and rectified quickly (e.g. through developing a greater
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understanding of its asset base to improve leakage repair), thus greatly increasing Irish Water’s
scope to meet a percentage-based efficiency challenge, particularly in the early years.
The CRU’s benchmarking exercises at IRC1 and IRC2 have recommended annual cumulative
efficiency challenges in the range of 5%-10%. For IRC2, the CRU set the efficiency challenge at
the lowest and least challenging point for Irish Water, i.e. 5% year-on-year. If IRC2 had originally
been a three-year period (rather than a two-year period that was then extended by one year), it is
likely the CRU would have been consistent in applying a controllable opex efficiency challenge of
5% into 2019. This would not have included funding for additional items presented by Irish Water
as part of this process. In such an instance, Irish Water would have had to apply for a reopener to
IRC2 to secure funding for compliance and additional expenditure areas.
Efficiency challenge
Irish Water has stated that the efficiency challenge is not achievable given urgent compliance and
service demands. The CRU’s benchmarking suggests that a challenge of 5% is achievable and
notes some areas which have been excluded from the challenge. The CRU has also allowed Irish
Water flexibility on controllable opex to a maximum of €680m to allow for unforeseen events.
The decision to allow €680m as controllable opex effectively reduces the efficiency challenge to
less than 5%. Furthermore, the CRU has omitted DBO costs from the efficiency challenge. These
account for a significant portion of Irish Water’s opex (circa 15%).
The CRU has provided Irish Water with €34.9m relating to additional expenditure which is
discussed below. This has also been excluded from an efficiency challenge, in line with the IRC2
decision, providing Irish Water with more operating expenditure in 2019 than would ordinarily be
the case. This CRU decision also facilitates spending above the controllable operating allowance
up to a maximum of €680m in 2019 in the manner set out above.

Additional compliance expenditure
Much of Irish Water’s submission refers to additional costs it will face in 2019 because of
compliance requirements. It notes serious deficiencies in water and wastewater; mains bursts,
ageing pipes and operational vulnerabilities. Irish Water’s cost submission states that it needs an
additional €19m to address this compliance deficit. This request was in addition to its regular
compliance costs which form part of the overall operations and maintenance spending request. Of
the €19m additional spend, €4m related to DBO costs, of which Irish Water had already sought an
allowance of €111m for, which the CRU granted in full. The CRU has allowed the remaining €15m.
The CRU has effectively allowed Irish Water its entire compliance request. It has also removed this
amount from the efficiency challenge. This decision supports Irish Water in its attempts to comply
with EU legislative requirements and improve drinking water quality and the Irish water and
wastewater networks.
Unforeseen costs
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The CRU accepts that Irish Water may encounter unforeseen costs over a regulatory period. It sets
a global allowance which gives the utility flexibility to spend where it sees fit. It also provides for the
fact that as the utility evolves it will achieve savings in areas that it was unable to previously, for
example, in the sourcing of materials or innovations in its ways of working. Savings that are
inevitably realised should offset rising costs in other areas.
Irish Water presented its controllable opex submission in, effectively, two pots: regular opex under
the established cost categories and ‘essential additional expenditure’. It contended that some of the
essential additional expenditure was in areas that it could not have foreseen at the time of its IRC2
submission, i.e. new opex. The CRU has accepted several of Irish Water’s arguments and
provided it with an additional €34.9m to cover these areas. These items have been omitted from
the efficiency challenge. The CRU views this as a sufficient allowance, which departs from the
established IRC2 efficiency challenge, in order to acknowledge rising costs faced by the utility.
The CRU has provided this allowance but remains of the view that some of what Irish Water refers
to as unforeseen or growth expenditure would not have been new costs. The CRU would expect
Irish Water to adequately plan ahead for the short term and is of the view that some areas of these
cost increases were not wholly unexpected, e.g. increasing compliance requirements, GDPR and
taking in charge costs. The CRU is of the view that this decision strikes the balance between
offering Irish Water some flexibility to take account of additional costs while continuing to challenge
it in an appropriate manner.
Reducing cost base
The CRU accepts that Irish Water was not required to submit costs for 2019 in its original IRC2
submission, and therefore acknowledges that Irish Water will be faced with new cost pressures
over this additional period. However, the CRU expects to see Irish Water place a greater emphasis
on reducing its existing cost base to offset these new cost pressures. Regardless of the delay in
the implementation of WIOF, the CRU is of the view that there is considerable scope for Irish Water
to reduce costs, as evidenced by the IRC2 benchmarking exercise. Irish Water, as part of its 2019
submission, highlighted to the CRU that it has failed to meet the 5% efficiency challenge up to this
point of IRC2, and forecasts that it will fail to achieve this efficiency challenge in 2019. The CRU is
of the view that Irish Water has scope within its allowance to make careful choices and to reduce
its costs across the business so that it reaches an efficient level in time.
Minimum funding requirement
Irish Water originally requested €702m for controllable opex for 2019. In its consultation response,
it took the view that a minimum €680m was required for 2019. The CRU’s proposed allowance in
the consultation of €654m was described in Irish Water’s submission as ‘unachievable and would
result in a serious funding shortfall’. However, the CRU notes that this allowance provides Irish
Water with 96% of its ‘minimum’ funding requirement and is of the view that such an efficiency
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challenge could reasonably be achieved. This CRU decision allows Irish Water additional 2019
funding up to a maximum of €680m, should such funding be required. The CRU will then determine
if the provision of additional funding is justified in the RC3 lookback.
Single Public Utility
The CRU acknowledges that the transformation of Irish Water to a single public utility will result in
operating cost reductions for Irish Water and the CRU supports the implementation of this project.
This is demonstrated in the CRU’s decision to allow all non-network capital expenditure requested
for this project in 2019, to allow a contingency of 10% and to exclude this from an efficiency
challenge. The CRU also recognises the challenge in delivering a single public utility and in
achieving efficiency savings within the local authority model. This CRU decision and in particular
the additional opex funding allowance gives regard to the confines within which Irish Water
operates.
Severe weather events
The CRU notes Irish Water’s reference to unforeseen weather events and acknowledges the
challenges that Irish Water has faced recently as a result of severe weather. The CRU recognises
that there will be a substantial financial impact because of extreme weather events, should they
materialise. In previous water revenue controls, the CRU has not provided an ex-ante allowance for
extreme weather events and does not intend to do so for 2019. This CRU’s will consider its
approach to this matter in the coming months ahead of RC3 but considers the additional allowance
granted in this decision to adequately fund any potential adverse weather impact.

Comments received – EPA
Drinking Water
Comments received
In its response, the EPA noted that there were discrepancies between its and Irish Water’s
numbers of supplies on the Remedial Action List (RAL) to be targeted during 2019. It noted the
importance of targeting investment at the RAL supplies. The EPA expects that 21 such supplies
are due to have work completed in 2019.
Furthermore, the EPA noted that with regard to lead compliance, Irish Water sought €2m to
undertake orthophosphate treatment and pH adjustment to address public health risks relating to
drinking water. It noted that no expenditure was requested for replacement of lead pipework and
connections and raised concerns regarding Irish Water’s ability to meet targets by taking this
approach.
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The EPA also noted that the points raised in its response to the initial IRC2 consultation remained
valid and should be considered by the CRU in its decision making process.

CRU Response
Irish Water requested a specific additional allowance for compliance-related opex in 2019. It noted
that it is obliged to comply with both European and national law and the requirements of all EPA
wastewater discharge authorisations. It said that additional spending is required in areas including
sludge management, lead replacement and in tackling supplies currently on the RAL.
The CRU sees merit in allowing Irish Water an additional allowance for 2019 to fund this need. The
CRU has allowed €15m for additional compliance. The CRU notes that this allowance is in addition
to funding already granted for compliance-related opex activities. While the CRU has allowed this
extra spending for environmental compliance it does not make recommendations on where exactly
Irish Water allocates spending. Instead, a global allowance is given to the utility based on its
submission to the regulator. It is for Irish Water itself to assess its spending requirements on
compliance and to prioritise its expenditure.
The CRU notes the EPA’s concerns and takes the view that the additional funding in this area will
provide Irish Water with adequate resources to make significant strides in this area in 2019. The
CRU decision states that it expects an improvement in compliance and health standards to be
demonstrated as a result of allowing this extra funding. The CRU is of the view that it has allowed
sufficient revenue for Irish Water to meet its compliance requirements, as set out in its submission
to the CRU.
Regarding environmental compliance, the CRU also monitors Irish Water’s environmental
performance through its Performance Assessment Framework. The CRU anticipates progress in
this area throughout IRC2 to align with the additional funding provided.
The CRU has also carefully reviewed the EPA’s response to the initial IRC2 consultation and
addressed the matters raised as part of the IRC2 decision.

Wastewater
Comments Received
While the EPA welcomed investment in sludge management, source control and taking in charge
of wastewater works in residential estates, it noted in its response that there was a discrepancy in
the figures for sludge generated by Irish Water’s assets each year returning untreated water to the
environment. It also noted the usefulness of having further information to track and monitor
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progress of delivering these works. Specifically, it noted that it would be useful to have a list of sites
that are allocated capital investment and the capital works to be carried out.

CRU Response
As the economic regulator, the CRU’s remit is primarily to make decisions on economic aspects of
Irish Water’s business.
The CRU engages with Irish Water and is currently putting in place a framework to monitor Irish
Water’s capital investment. The CRU recently published a Capital Investment Monitoring report
relating to the period January-June 2017 (CRU/18/057). The CRU approves and publishes a
capital investment plan alongside a revenue control decision, the last of which was published with
the IRC2 decision. This plan referred to the period 2017-2021. This report would provide the EPA
with an understanding of where IW allocates capital investment and the CRU will continue to
engage with the EPA as required regarding specific sites which Irish Water has targeted for capital
works.
The CRU also currently engages bilaterally with the EPA through a Memorandum of Understanding
and as part of the Output Monitoring Group, which monitors and tracks Irish Water’s progress on
capital investment. This should ensure a common approach to engaging with Irish Water, leading
to more consistency in reporting of figures.
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